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AUDIT OBJECTIVE
The National Science Foundation Office of Inspector General engaged Cotton & Company LLP (C&C) to
conduct a performance audit of incurred costs at the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD) for the period
September 1, 2017, to August 31, 2020. The auditors tested more than $671,000 of the approximately $37
million of costs claimed to NSF. The objective of the audit was to evaluate UTD’s award management
environment to determine whether any further audit work was warranted, and to perform additional audit
work, as determined appropriate. A full description of the audit’s objective, scope, and methodology is
attached to the report as Appendix B.

AUDIT RESULTS
The report highlights concerns about UTD’s compliance with certain federal, NSF, and/or UTD
regulations and policies when allocating expenses to NSF awards. The auditors questioned $249,210 of
costs claimed by UTD during the audit period. Specifically, the auditors found $91,771 of inadequately
supported expenses; $70,604 of expenses not appropriately allocated to NSF awards; $63,753 of expenses
for which NSF approval was not obtained before transferring the award research to other organizations;
and $23,082 of unallowable expenses. The auditors also identified two compliance-related findings for
which there were no questioned costs: non-compliance with UTD policies and insufficient controls related
to the application of indirect cost rates. C&C is responsible for the attached report and the conclusions
expressed in this report. NSF OIG does not express any opinion on the conclusions presented in C&C’s
audit report.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The auditors included 6 findings in the report with associated recommendations for NSF to resolve the
questioned costs and to ensure UTD strengthens administrative and management controls.

AUDITEE RESPONSE
UTD expressed varying levels of agreement and disagreement with the findings throughout the audit
report, agreeing to reimburse NSF for $29,011 in questioned costs, but disagreeing with the remaining
$220,199. UTD’s response is attached in its entirety to the report as Appendix A.
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MEMORANDUM
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Dale Bell
Director
Division of Institution and Award Support
Jamie French
Director
Division of Grants and Agreements

FROM:

Mark Bell
Assistant Inspector General
Office of Audits

SUBJECT:

Audit Report No. 22-1-002, University of Texas at Dallas

This memorandum transmits the Cotton & Company LLP (C&C) report for the audit of costs charged
by the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD) to its sponsored agreements with the National Science
Foundation during the period September 1, 2017, to August 31, 2020. The audit encompassed more
than $671,000 of the approximately $37 million claimed to NSF during the period. The objective of
the audit was to evaluate UTD’s award management environment to determine whether any further
audit work was warranted, and to perform additional audit work, as determined appropriate. A full
description of the audit’s objective, scope, and methodology is attached to the report as Appendix B.
Please coordinate with our office during the 6-month resolution period, as specified by Office of
Management and Budget Circular A-50, to develop a mutually agreeable resolution of the audit
findings. The findings should not be closed until NSF determines that all recommendations have been
adequately addressed and the proposed corrective actions have been satisfactorily implemented.
OIG Oversight of the Audit
C&C is responsible for the attached auditors’ report and the conclusions expressed in this report. We do
not express any opinion on the conclusions presented in C&C’s audit report. To fulfill our
responsibilities, we:
•
•

reviewed C&C’s approach and planning of the audit;
evaluated the qualifications and independence of the auditors;

•
•
•
•

monitored the progress of the audit at key points;
coordinated periodic meetings with C&C, as necessary, to discuss audit progress, findings, and
recommendations;
reviewed the audit report prepared by C&C; and
coordinated issuance of the audit report.

We thank your staff for the assistance that was extended to the auditors during this audit. If you have
any questions regarding this report, please contact Jae Kim at 703.292.7100 or
OIGpublicaffairs@nsf.gov.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Cotton & Company audit team determined that the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD) needs improved
oversight of the allocation and documentation of expenses charged to NSF awards to ensure costs claimed are
reasonable, allocable, and allowable in accordance with all federal and NSF regulations, NSF award terms and
conditions, and UTD policies. Specifically, the audit report includes six findings and a total of $249,210 in
questioned costs.

AUDIT OBJECTIVES

AUDIT FINDINGS

The National Science Foundation Office of
Inspector General engaged Cotton &
Company LLP to conduct a performance
audit of incurred costs at UTD for the period
of September 1, 2017, to August 31, 2020.
The audit objectives included evaluating
UTD’s award management environment to
determine whether any further audit work
was warranted, and performing additional
audit work, as determined appropriate. We
have attached a full description of the
audit’s objectives, scope, and methodology
as Appendix B.

As summarized in Appendix C, the auditors identified and
questioned $249,210 of direct and indirect costs that UTD
inappropriately claimed during the audit period, including:

AUDIT CRITERIA

The audit team assessed UTD’s compliance
with relevant federal regulations (2 Code of
Federal Regulations [CFR] 200 and 2 CFR
220), NSF Proposal and Award Policies and
Procedures Guides [PAPPGs] (NSF 11-1, 131, 14-1, 15-1, 16-1, 17-1, 18-1, and 19-1),
NSF award terms and conditions, and UTD
policies and procedures. The audit team
included references to relevant criteria
within each finding and defined key terms
within the Glossary located in Appendix E.
We conducted this performance audit in
accordance with Generally Accepted
Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS)
issued by the Comptroller General of the
United States.

•
•
•
•

$91,771 of inadequately supported expenses
$70,604 of expenses not appropriately allocated to
NSF awards
$63,753 of expenses for which NSF approval was not
obtained before transferring the award research to
other organizations
$23,082 of unallowable expenses

The audit report also includes two compliance-related
findings for which the auditors did not question any costs:
•
•

Non-compliance with UTD policies
Insufficient controls related to the application of
indirect cost rates

RECOMMENDATIONS

The audit report includes 24 recommendations for NSF’s
Director of the Division of Institution and Award Support
related to resolving the $249,210 in questioned costs and
ensuring UTD strengthens its award management
environment, as summarized in Appendix D.

AUDITEE RESPONSE

UTD expressed varying levels of agreement and
disagreement with the findings throughout the audit report,
agreeing to reimburse NSF for $29,011 in questioned costs,
but disagreeing with the remaining $220,199. UTD’s
response is attached in its entirety to the report as
Appendix A.
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BACKGROUND
The National Science Foundation is an independent federal agency created “to promote the
progress of science; to advance the national health, prosperity, and welfare; and to secure
the national defense; and for other purposes.” (Pub. L. No. 81-507). NSF funds research and
education in science and engineering by awarding grants and contracts to educational and
research institutions throughout the United States.
Most federal agencies have an Office of Inspector General that provides independent
oversight of the agency’s programs and operations. Part of NSF OIG’s mission is to conduct
audits and investigations to prevent and detect fraud, waste, and abuse. In support of this
mission, NSF OIG may conduct independent and objective audits, investigations, and other
reviews to promote the economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of NSF programs and
operations, as well as to safeguard their integrity. NSF OIG may also hire a contractor to
provide these audit services.

NSF OIG engaged Cotton & Company LLP (referred to as “we”) to conduct a performance
audit of costs incurred by the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD). UTD is a public research
university located in Richardson, Texas. In fiscal year (FY) 2020, UTD projected more than
$129 million in research expenditures from grants and contracts, with $57 million
expended from federal sources—including NSF—as noted in Figure 1.
Figure 1: UTD’s FY 2020 Grants and Contracts Portfolio

Other
Expenses,
72 million
56%

Federal
Expenses,
57 million
44%

Source: The chart data is available on UTD’s Office of Research website
(https://research.utdallas.edu/industry). The photo of UTD’s campus is publicly available on
UTD’s website (https://www.utdallas.edu/about-us/).

AUDIT SCOPE

This performance audit—conducted under Order No. 140D0420F0593—was designed to
meet the objectives identified in the Objectives, Scope, and Methodology section of this
report (Appendix B) and was conducted in accordance with Generally Accepted Government
Auditing Standards, 2018 Revision, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.
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The objectives of this performance audit were to evaluate UTD’s award management
environment, to determine whether any further audit work was warranted, and to perform
any additional audit work, as determined appropriate. Appendix B provides detailed
information regarding the two phases in which we conducted this engagement: the Audit
Survey Phase and the Audit Expanded Phase.

As illustrated in Figure 2, UTD provided general ledger data that supported the $36.7
million in expenses UTD claimed on 254 NSF awards during our audit period of
performance (POP) of September 1, 2017, to August 31, 2020.

Figure 2: Costs Claimed on NSF Awards September 1, 2017, through August 31, 2020 1
Materials & Supplies

1%| $515,525

Travel

3%| $1,076,552

Equipment

3%| $1,135,959

Subawards

4%| $1,419,445

Fringe Benefits

4%| $1,499,148

Participant Support Costs

5%| $1,828,126

10%| $3,720,686

Other Direct Costs*
Indirect Costs

Salaries and Wages

27%| $10,070,128

$-

42%| $15,456,634

$5,000,000

$10,000,000

$15,000,000

$20,000,000

Source: Auditor analysis of accounting data provided by UTD, illustrating total costs ($36,722,203)
by expense type, using financial information to support costs incurred on NSF awards during the
audit period.
*Other Direct Costs include Computer Services, Consultant Services, Publications, and Other
Direct Costs.

We judgmentally selected 95 transactions totaling $671,004 2 (see Table 1) and evaluated
supporting documentation to determine whether the costs claimed on the NSF awards
were allocable, allowable, reasonable, and whether they were in conformity with NSF
award terms and conditions, organizational policies, and applicable federal financial
assistance requirements.

1 The total award-related expenses reported in UTD’s general ledger exceeded the $36,683,119 in NSF’s
Award Cash Management $ervice (ACM$). However, because the general ledger data materially reconciled to
NSF’s ACM$ records, we determined that the data was appropriate for the purposes of this engagement.
2 The $671,004 represents the total value of the 95 transactions selected for transaction-based testing. It does
not represent the dollar base of the total costs reviewed during the audit.
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Table 1: Summary of Selected Transactions
Budget Category
Consultant Services
Other Direct Costs
Subawards
Participant Support Costs
Salary and Wages
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Indirect Costs
Computer Services
Publications
Total

Transaction Count
14
18
6
3
16
3
18
11
2
3
1
95

Source: Auditor summary of selected transactions.

Expense Amount 3
$149,353
99,352
59,298
51,102
67,634
67,075
69,656
44,993
46,878
13,148
2,515
$671,004

Additionally, we performed non-transaction-based cluster testing in two areas to evaluate
whether: (1) UTD issued subawards to institutions that were not approved by appropriate
NSF personnel and (2) UTD inappropriately applied indirect costs to participant support
travel costs.

AUDIT RESULTS

We identified and questioned $249,210 in costs that UTD charged to 25 NSF awards. We
also identified charges UTD made to 26 NSF awards which resulted in non-compliance with
federal, NSF, and UTD-specific policies and procedures but did not result in questioned
costs. See Table 2 for a summary of questioned costs by finding area, Appendix C for a
summary of questioned costs by NSF award, and Appendix D for a summary of all
recommendations and considerations.
Table 2: Summary of Questioned Costs by Finding Area
Finding Description
Inadequately Supported Expenses
Expenses Not Appropriately Allocated to NSF Awards
NSF Approval Not Obtained Before Transferring Award
Research to Other Organizations
Unallowable Expenses
Non-Compliance with UTD Policies
Insufficient Controls Related to the Application of Indirect Cost
Rates
Total

Questioned Costs
$91,771
70,604
63,753
23,082
-

$249,210

Source: Auditor summary of findings identified.

The expense amounts reported represent the total dollar value of the transactions selected for our sample
and do not include the total fringe benefit or indirect costs applied to the sampled transactions, which were
also tested for allowability.

3
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We made 24 recommendations for NSF’s Director of the Division of Institution and Award
Support related to resolving the $249,210 in questioned costs and ensuring UTD
strengthens its administrative and management procedures for monitoring federal funds.
We communicated the results of our audit and the related findings and recommendations
to UTD and NSF OIG. We included UTD’s response to this report in its entirety in Appendix
A.

FINDING 1: INADEQUATELY SUPPORTED EXPENSES

UTD did not provide adequate documentation to support the allocability, allowability, and
reasonableness of $91,771 in expenses charged to six NSF awards during the audit period,
as required for the costs to be allowable per federal regulations 4 and NSF Proposal and
Award Policies and Procedures Guides (PAPPGs). 5
Inadequately Supported Subaward Expenses
As illustrated in Table 3, UTD did not provide adequate financial management system
documentation to support that $88,160 in foreign organization subaward costs charged to
three NSF awards represented actual, allowable expenditures, as required for the costs to
be allowable per federal regulations. 6
Table 3: Inadequately Supported Subaward Expenses
Expense
Date
July 2018

NSF
Award
No.

Subaward
Invoice

Subawardee

Subawardee Financial
Management Records
Support

$37,500

Instituto Geofísico
Del Perú (IGDP)

$0

April
Ciencia
33,500
2020
International (CI)
May 2020
17,160
IGDP
Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

0
0

Notes
a
b
c

According to 2 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 220, Appendix A, Section C.2 and 2 CFR § 200.403, Factors
affecting allowability of costs, for a cost to be allowable it must be allocable and reasonable for the
performance of the federal award. Additionally, according to 2 CFR 220, Appendix A, Section C.4. and 2 CFR
§200.405, Allocable Costs, a cost is allocable to a particular cost objective if the goods or services involved are
chargeable or assignable to the cost objective in accordance with relative benefits received. A cost is allocable
to a sponsored agreement if it is incurred solely to advance the work under the sponsored agreement or
federal award.
5 According to NSF PAPPGs 13-1 and 15-1 Part II, Chapter V, Section A, and 17-1 and 19-1, Chapter X, Section
A, Basic Considerations, grantees should ensure that costs claimed under NSF grants are necessary,
reasonable, allocable, and allowable under the applicable cost principles, NSF policy, or the program
solicitation. Additionally, the grantee organization is responsible for ensuring that all costs charged to NSF
awards meet the requirements of the grant terms and conditions.
6 According to 2 CFR § 200.302, Financial Management, a non-federal entity must have records that
adequately identify the source and application of funds for federally funded activities. Furthermore, this
section states that non-federal entity’s financial management systems must be sufficient to permit funds
tracing to a level of expenditures to adequately establish that the entities used the funds according to federal
statutes, regulations, and the federal award terms and conditions.
4
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a) In July 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $37,500 of subaward
expenses IGDP invoiced. Although IGDP provided an accounting report to support
the invoiced expenses, the accounting report did not support $37,500 of expenses,
nor did it appear to cite any of the expenses included on the invoice submitted to
UTD.

b) In April 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $33,500 of subaward
expenses CI invoiced. Although CI was awarded a cost-reimbursable contract, CI did
not provide any financial management records to support that the $33,500
represented actual allowable costs it incurred on the award. Furthermore, as the
amount CI invoiced represents exactly 25 percent of the subaward amount, the
amount invoiced does not appear to be based on actual expenses.
c) In May 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $17,160 of subaward
expenses IGPD invoiced. Although IGDP provided an accounting report to support
the invoiced expenses, the report did not support $17,160 of expenses, nor did it
appear to cite any of the expenses included on the invoice IGDP submitted to UTD.

Inadequately Supported Internal Service Provider Rates
UTD did not provide adequate documentation to support the allowability of $3,060 in
internal service provider (ISP) expenses charged to two NSF awards. Specifically, the ISP’s
rate sheets did not support the rates billed by the ISP as required for the ISP’s costs to be
allowable per federal regulations 7 and UTD Policy, 8 as illustrated in Table 4.
Table 4: Inadequately Supported ISP Rates
Expense
Date

NSF
Award
No.

ISP Rates
Charged

ISP Rate
Supported

March
Unable to
$200
2018
Determine
September
Unable to
100,150,200
2018
Determine
Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

Insufficient Documentation to
Support ISP Rates for:
Invoiced micro-lithography masks
Invoiced micro-lithography masks

Notes
a
b

a) In March 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $1,224 in costs an ISP
invoiced for the purchase of four micro-lithography masks. Although UTD provided
a 2009 memo supporting the establishment of mask costs, it did not provide
supporting documentation to show that it reviewed and adjusted these rates

According to 2 CFR §200.468 and 2 CFR 220, Appendix A. Section J.47, Specialized service facilities, the costs
of services provided by highly complex or specialized facilities operated by the non-federal entity are
allowable provided that the costs of such services, when material, are charged directly to applicable awards
based on actual use of the services and a schedule of rates or established methodology that is adjusted at least
biennially.
8 The UTD Policy on ISPs states that UTD may identify costs necessary to operate approved ISPs and charge
customers based on approved rates that are designed to recover only the aggregate cost of the services.
7
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biennially, nor that it designed the rates to recover only the aggregate cost of the
masks.

b) In September 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $1,836 in costs an ISP
invoiced for the purchase of 10 micro-lithography masks. Although UTD provided a
2009 memo supporting the establishment of mask costs, it did not provide
supporting documentation to show that it reviewed and adjusted these rates
biennially, nor that it designed the rates to recover only the aggregate cost of the
masks.

Inadequately Supported Travel Expenses
UTD did not provide adequate supporting documentation to show that $551 of travel costs
charged to one NSF award were allowable per federal regulations 9 and UTD Policy, 10 as
illustrated in Table 5.
Table 5: Inadequately Supported Travel Expenses
Expense Date

NSF
Award
No.

Expense
Total

Insufficient Documentation to Support
the Allowability of:

August 2018
$551
Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

Meals claimed while on travel

Notes
a

a) In August 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $551 for meals claimed
by the Principal Investigator (PI) over 7 days that were not based on per diem or
supported by receipts or payment confirmations with the actual costs or
components of the meals.

Conclusion

UTD did not have appropriate policies, procedures, or internal controls in place to ensure
that it received and maintained adequate documentation to support the allowability of all
costs charged to federal awards. Specifically, UTD’s policies, procedures, and internal
controls did not ensure that foreign subawardees appropriately invoiced UTD for costreimbursable subawards; that ISPs invoiced costs based on biennially-assessed rates; or
that travelers maintained sufficient documentation to support the allowability of claimed
meal expenses.

According to 2 CFR §200.474 (b), Travel costs, costs incurred by employees and officers for travel—
including costs of lodging, other subsistence, and incidental expenses—must be considered reasonable and
otherwise allowable only to the extent such costs do not exceed charges normally allowed by the non-federal
entity in its regular operations, as per the non-federal entity's written travel policy. In addition, if the nonfederal entity charges the costs directly to the federal award, it must justify that the costs are reasonable and
consistent with its established travel policy.
10 UTD’s Travel Expenses Policy states that all travel reimbursements must be for actual, reasonable, and
necessary expenses, incurred for official University business and authorized by the appropriate supervisor.
Specifically, UTD will reimburse employees in travel status overnight for the lesser of the actual cost of meals
or the General Services Administration (GSA) meals allowance. UTD may only reimburse university faculty or
staff for actual expenses incurred.
9
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We are therefore questioning $91,771 in costs UTD claimed on six NSF awards without
supporting the expenses as reasonable, allocable, or allowable. UTD concurred with $551 of
the questioned costs but disagreed with the remaining $91,220, as illustrated in Table 6.
Table 6: Finding 1 Summary: Inadequately Supported Expenses
NSF
Award
No.

Description
July 2018 Subaward
Expense
April 2020
Subaward Expense
May 2020 Subaward
Expense
March 2018 ISP
Masks
September 2018 ISP
Masks
August 2018 Travel
Meals

Total

Questioned Costs

Fiscal
Year

Direct

2018

$37,500

$0

$37,500

$0

2020

17,160

0

17,160

0

1,836

0

2020

33,500

2018
2019
2018

Indirect

0

800

424

360

191

1,200
$90,520

636

$1,251

Total

UTD Agreed
to Reimburse

33,500

0

1,224

551

$91,771

0

551

$551

Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

Recommendations

We recommend that NSF’s Director of the Division of Institution and Award Support:
1.1
1.2
1.3

Resolve the $91,220 in questioned inadequately supported subaward expenses,
internal service provider rates, and meal expenses for which UTD has not agreed to
reimburse NSF and direct UTD to repay or otherwise remove the sustained
questioned costs from its NSF awards.
Direct UTD to provide documentation that it has repaid or otherwise credited the
$551 of questioned travel costs that it has agreed to reimburse.

Direct UTD to strengthen its policies and procedures for creating and retaining
documentation, including introducing additional controls to help ensure that it
appropriately creates and maintains all documentation necessary to support the
allowability of expenses charged to sponsored programs. Updated procedures could
include:
•

Updating its policies for establishing subawards in foreign countries to
require subawardees to provide general ledger data to support all costs
invoiced to UTD.
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•

•

Updating its current internal service provider policies and procedures to
ensure only approved and assessed rates are invoiced and charged to
federally-sponsored awards.

Providing additional training to ensure UTD only reimburses travelers for
allowable, supported meal costs.

University of Texas at Dallas Response: UTD agreed to reimburse NSF for $551 of the
inadequately supported expenses, but disagreed with the remaining $91,220 in questioned
costs. Specifically:
•

Subaward Expenses: UTD disagreed with $88,160 in questioned subaward costs, as
it believes those expenses are allowable, beneficial, and directly attributable to the
awards charged. Specifically, UTD concurred that the foreign subrecipients did not
provide adequate documentation to support the entirety of expenses but noted that
the PI and subrecipient PIs confirmed the expenses invoiced are allowable and
attributable to the project. Furthermore, UTD noted there was no change in the
scope of work or critical personnel on these projects and therefore, this finding
should be reflected as a compliance issue with no questioned costs.

•

With regard to the recommendations for this finding, UTD stated that it regularly
updates its policies to ensure compliance with laws, regulations, and guidance
changes, and that it believes that the policies and procedures it currently has in
place ensure expenses charged to federal awards are allowable, benefit the award,
and are required to complete the research. However, UTD stated it will invest in
personnel and conduct additional review of foreign subrecipients to strengthen its
subrecipient monitoring.

•

With regard to the recommendations for this finding, UTD stated that its ISP policies
and procedures meet the 2 CFR 200 standards and that it only charges approved
rates to federally sponsored awards.

Internal Service Provider Rates: UTD disagreed with $3,060 in questioned ISP
costs, as it believes that sufficient documentation was provided to support the ISP
rates billed. Specifically, UTD stated that it reviews aggregate billed ISP rates
annually to ensure uniform application of charges to users and that it only records
costs necessary to provide goods and services to the service centers.

Travel Expenses: UTD concurred with $551 in questioned travel costs and with the
associated recommendation, stating that it understands the importance of
reviewing expenses to ensure costs are reasonable, allowable, and allocable.

Auditor’s’ Additional Comments: UTD believes that $91,220 of the questioned costs
should be allowable because the expenses benefitted the awards charged; however,
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because UTD did not provide adequate documentation to support the allowability of these
expenses, our position regarding this finding has not changed. Specifically:
•

•

With regard to the $88,160 in questioned subaward costs charged to NSF Award
Nos.
and
although UTD stated that the PI and
subrecipient PIs confirmed the amounts invoiced were allowable, these
subrecipients did not provide accounting detail to support that the costs invoiced
represented actual costs the subrecipients had incurred, as required on the cost
reimbursable subaward contracts. Accordingly, our position regarding this
exception has not changed.

With regard to the $3,060 in questioned ISP costs charged to NSF Award Nos.
and
although UTD stated that it annually reviews the aggregate
ISP rates billed, UTD did not provide any documentation to support that it reviewed
the 2009 memo it produced to support the rates billed on an annual basis. Further,
UTD provided the ISP’s 2018 rate sheet, which did not include the invoiced rate.
Accordingly, our position regarding this finding has not changed.

FINDING 2: EXPENSES NOT APPROPRIATELY ALLOCATED TO NSF AWARDS

UTD did not support that it always allocated expenses to NSF awards based on the relative
benefits the awards received, as required by federal regulations 11 and NSF PAPPGs. 12 As a
result, UTD inappropriately allocated a total of $70,604 in expenses to 11 NSF awards.

Inappropriately Allocated Purchases Near Grant Expiration
UTD did not document or provide a reasonable justification for the allocation
methodology it used to charge $54,690 of purchases made near grant expiration dates.
Specifically, because UTD had little or no time to use the materials/supplies purchased to
benefit the NSF awards charged, 13 UTD does not appear to have charged the costs based on
the relative benefits received by the awards, as illustrated in Table 7.

According to 2 CFR 220, Appendix A, Section C.4. and 2 CFR §200.405, Allocable Costs, a cost is allocable to a
particular cost objective if the goods or services involved are chargeable or assignable to such cost objective
in accordance with relative benefits received or other equitable relationship. Subject to the foregoing, a cost is
allocable to a sponsored agreement if it is incurred solely to advance the work under the sponsored
agreement. Additionally, according to 2 CFR 220, Appendix A, Sections C.2 and C.3 and 2 CFR 200.403, for a
cost to be allowable, it must be adequately documented and be necessary and reasonable for the performance
of the federal award. See Appendix E of this report for additional factors affecting the allowability of costs.
12 According to NSF PAPPGs 11-1, 13-1, 14-1, 15-1, and 16-1 Part II, Chapter V, Section A and NSF PAPPGs 171 Part II, Chapter X, Section A, Basic Considerations, expenditures under NSF cost reimbursement grants are
governed by the federal cost principles and must conform to NSF policies, grant special provisions, and
grantee internal policies. Grantees should ensure that costs claimed under NSF grants are necessary,
reasonable, allocable, and allowable under the applicable cost principles, NSF policy, the program solicitation,
or grant terms and conditions.
13 In addition to the allocation methodology for these expenses not appearing to be based on the relative
benefits received, According to NSF PAPPGs 14-1 and 16-1, Part II, Chapter V, Section A.2.c, and 18-1, Part II,
Chapter X, Section A.2.c, (not applicable to NSF Award No.
grantees should not typically purchase
items of equipment, computing devices, or restock materials and supplies in anticipation of grant expiration
where there is little or no time left for such items to be utilized in the actual conduct of the research.
11
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Table 7: Inappropriately Allocated Purchases Near Grant Expiration
Expense
Date

NSF
Award
No.

Amount
Charged
$16,490
8,649
7,527
7,116
1,599

Expenses Near Grant Expiration
Amount Inappropriately
Percent Allocable
Allocated
Unable to Determine
$16,490
Unable to Determine
8,649
Unable to Determine
7,527
Unable to Determine
7,116
Unable to Determine
1,599

August 2017
August 2017
August 2017
August 2017
August 2018
September
2,006
Unable to Determine
2018
June 2020
9,016
Unable to Determine
July 2020
2,287
Unable to Determine
Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

Notes
a
b
c
d
e
f

2,006

g
h

9,016
2,287

a) In August 2017, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $16,490—or 100
percent—of the costs incurred for the purchase of lab supplies it did not receive
until the final day of the award’s POP.

b) In August 2017, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $8,649—or 100
percent—of costs incurred to purchase chemicals and lab supplies it did not receive
until the final day of the award’s POP.
c) In August 2017, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $7,527—or 100
percent—of the costs incurred for the purchase of lab supplies it did not receive
until the final 3 days of the award’s POP.

d) In August 2017, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $7,116—or 100
percent—of the costs incurred to purchase a precision cutter it did not receive until
the final 84 days of the award’s POP, and that does not appear to have been
necessary to achieve the objectives of this award.
e) In August 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $1,599—or 100
percent—of the costs incurred to purchase a digital camera it did not receive until
the final 24 days of the award’s POP.

f) In September 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $2,006—or 100
percent—of the costs incurred to purchase 450 coaxial connectors and 1,000
ceramic capacitors, which UTD did not receive until the final 5 days of the award’s
POP and did not provide sufficient documentation to support how all of the supplies
were used to conduct research testing prior to the end of the award POP.

g) In June 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $9,016—or 100 percent—of
the costs incurred to purchase materials it did not receive until after the award’s
POP had expired.
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h) In July 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $2,287—or 100 percent—of
the costs incurred for the purchase of supplies it did not receive until the final 2
days of the award’s POP.

Inappropriately Allocated Travel Expenses
As illustrated in Table 8, UTD could not support that it appropriately allocated $15,528 of
travel costs charged to five NSF awards based on the relative benefits received by the
awards, as required for the travel costs to be allowable per federal regulations 14 and UTD
policy. 15
Table 8: Inappropriately Allocated Travel Expenses

Travel Expenses
Amount
Amount Inappropriately
Percent Allocable
Charged
Allocated
June 2018
$4,939
Unable to Determine
$4,939
July 2018
1,033
Unable to Determine
1,033
August 2018
528
Unable to Determine
528
June 2019
4,036
Unable to Determine
4,036
July 2019
3,680
Unable to Determine
3,680
April 2020
1,312
Unable to Determine
1,312
Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.
Expense
Date

NSF
Award
No.

Notes
a
b
c
d
e
f

a) In June 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $4,939—or 100 percent—of
travel costs for an employee to travel and present a publication that acknowledged
three funding sources. As UTD did not document or provide a reasonable
justification for why 100 percent of the costs should be allocable to only one of the
three acknowledged awards, we are unable to determine how much of the expense
is allocable to this award.
b) In July 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $1,033—or 100 percent—of
travel costs for an employee to travel and present a publication that acknowledged
four funding sources. As UTD did not document or provide a reasonable justification
for why 100 percent of the costs should be allocable to only one of the four
acknowledged awards, we are unable to determine how much of the expense is
allocable to this award.

According to 2 CFR 220, Appendix A, Section J.53 and 2 CFR §200.474, travel costs are the expenses for
transportation, lodging, subsistence, and related items incurred by employees who are in travel status on
official business of the non-federal entity. If these costs are charged directly to the federal award,
documentation must justify that: (1) The individual’s participation is necessary to the federal award, and (2)
The costs are reasonable and consistent with non-federal entity's established travel policy.
15 According to the UTD Travel Expenses Policy, all travel reimbursements must be for actual, reasonable, and
necessary expenses, incurred for official University business and authorized by the appropriate supervisor.
14
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c) In August 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $528—or 100 percent—
of the airfare costs it incurred for an employee to travel and present a publication
that acknowledged two funding sources. As UTD did not document or provide a
reasonable justification for why 100 percent of the costs should be allocable to only
one of the two acknowledged awards, we are unable to determine how much of the
expense is allocable to this award.

d) In June 2019, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $4,036—or 100 percent—of
the airfare costs incurred for a student to present a paper at a conference that
acknowledged two funding sources. As UTD did not document or provide a
reasonable justification for why 100 percent of the costs should be allocable to only
one of the two acknowledged awards, we are unable to determine how much of the
expense is allocable to this award.
e) In July 2019, UTD inadvertently charged NSF Award No.
100 percent—of the costs claimed for the PI to travel from
were not allocable to this award.

for $3,680—or
to UTD that

f) In April 2020, UTD inadvertently charged NSF Award No.
for $1,312—or
100 percent—of the costs claimed by a participant for travel expenses that UTD
stated were not allocable to this award.

Documented Allocation Methodology Not Followed
UTD did not always charge expenses to NSF awards in a manner consistent with the
allocation methodology it documented. As a result, UTD charged two NSF awards for $386
of unallocable costs, as illustrated in Table 9:
Table 9: Documented Allocation Methodology Not Followed

Allocation Methodology Not Followed
NSF Award
Amount
Expense Date
Amount
No.
Amount Allocable Inappropriately
Charged
Allocated
July 2018
$14,600
$14,392
$208
September 2019
1,772
1,594
178
Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

Notes
a
b

a) In July 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $208 of unallocable repair
and maintenance costs as a result of charging the NSF award for 76 percent of the
total expenses it had incurred, rather than the 75 percent it documented as allocable
to this award.

b) In September 2019, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $178 of unallocable
travel costs as a result of charging the NSF award for 56 percent of the total
expenses in had incurred, rather than the 50 percent it documented as allocable to
this award.
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Conclusion
UTD does not have sufficient policies and procedures or internal controls in place to ensure
that it allocates—or documents that it has allocated—costs based on the relative benefits
each NSF award receives. Furthermore, UTD procedures did not always ensure that it
allocated costs in a manner consistent with established allocation methodologies.
We are therefore questioning $70,604 of inappropriately allocated expenses charged to 11
NSF awards. UTD concurred with $5,378 of the questioned costs but disagreed with the
remaining $65,226, as illustrated in Table 10.
Table 10: Finding 2 Summary: Expenses Not Appropriately Allocated to NSF Awards
NSF
Award
No.

Total

Description
August 2017 Lab Supplies
August 2017 Chemicals and
Lab Supplies
August 2017 Lab Supplies
August 2017 Precision Cutter
August 2018 Digital Camera
September 2018 Supplies
June 2020 Materials
July 2020 Supplies
June 2018 Travel
July 2018 Travel
August 2018 Airfare
June 2019 Airfare
July 2019 Airfare
April 2020 Participant Travel
July 2018 Maintenance/
Repair Expense
September 2019 Travel

Questioned Costs

Fiscal
Year

Direct

2017

$10,778

$5,712

2017
2017
2018
2019
2020
2020
2018
2018
2018
2019
2019
2020

4,920
4,651
1,045
1,311
5,893
1,495
3,228
675
345
2,638
2,405
1,312

2,607
2,465
554
695
3,123
792
1,711
358
183
1,398
1,275
0

2017

2018
2020

Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

5,653

Indirect

2,996

UTD
Agreed to
Reimburse
$16,490
$0
Total

8,649

0

7,527
7,116
1,599
2,006
9,016
2,287
4,939
1,033
528
4,036
3,680
1,312

3,680 16
1,312 17

116
62
178
$46,601 $24,003 $70,604

178
$5,378

136

72

208

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

208

Recommendations

We recommend that NSF’s Director of the Division of Institution and Award Support:
16 UTD noted it charged the airfare expense to the NSF project in error and has agreed to reimburse the grant
for the entirety of the airfare expense.
17 UTD noted it charged the participant travel costs to the NSF project in error and has agreed to reimburse
the grant for the entirety of the expense.
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2.1

Resolve the $65,226 in questioned materials and supplies and travel costs for which
UTD has not agreed to reimburse NSF and direct UTD to repay or otherwise remove
the sustained questioned costs from its NSF awards.

2.2

Direct UTD to provide documentation supporting that it has repaid or otherwise
credited the $5,378 of questioned airfare, participant, repair, and travel costs for
which it has agreed to reimburse NSF.

2.3

Direct UTD to strengthen its controls and processes for supporting the allocation of
expenses to sponsored projects. Updated processes could include:
•

•

•
2.4

Requiring Principal Investigators or other designated staff to both document
and justify the allocation methodologies used when charging expenses to
sponsored projects near the grant expiration date.
Implementing standard procedures that require reviewers to assess
publications presented during sponsored travel to determine which awards
benefitted from the presentation before determining which funding
source(s) to charge the expenses to.

Providing training on how to assess and document the methodology used to
allocate expenses across each sponsored award.

Direct UTD to strengthen its controls and processes for ensuring it allocates travel
and other direct cost expenses in accordance with its documented allocation
methodology.

University of Texas at Dallas Response: UTD agreed to reimburse NSF for $5,378 of the
inadequately supported expenses, but disagreed with the remaining $65,226 in costs
questioned. Specifically:
•

•

•

Purchases Near Grant Expiration: UTD disagreed with $54,690 in questioned
material and supply costs as it believes the costs were necessary and beneficial to
the awards charged at the time they were purchased. Further, UTD stated that it
performs a monthly “90-day expiration alters” process to proactively review costs
near or after award expiration.

Travel Expenses: UTD noted that it partially concurred with these findings and
recommendations, agreeing to $4,992 in questioned costs, but noting that it believes
that portions of the $10,536 in remaining questioned costs are allowable and
allocable to the projects charged.
Documented Allocation Methodology Not Followed: UTD concurred with $386 in
questioned costs and associated recommendation stating that it will reeducate
award administrators on policies and procedures associated with travel expenses.
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Auditors’ Additional Comments: UTD stated that at least a portion of the $65,226 in
questioned costs it did not agree with should be allowable; however, because UTD did not
provide documentation or reasonable justifications to support that these questioned costs
were appropriately allocated to the awards charged, our position regarding this finding has
not changed. Specifically:
•

•

With regard to the $54,690 in questioned purchases near grant expiration: while
UTD attests that the questioned costs were necessary and benefited the awards at
the time of purchase, because UTD did not document or provide reasonable
justifications to support it allocated these purchases to the NSF awards based on the
relative benefit received by the awards charged, our position regarding this finding
has not changed.
With regard to the $10,536 in questioned travel costs that UTD did not agree to
reimburse, while UTD attests that a portion of the costs should be allowable,
because UTD did not provide documentation to support which portion(s) of the
travel costs should be allocable to the awards charged, our position regarding this
finding has not changed.

FINDING 3: NSF APPROVAL NOT OBTAINED BEFORE TRANSFERRING AWARD RESEARCH
TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
UTD did not obtain NSF’s approval before issuing subawards to two organizations to
conduct portions of NSF-funded award research. Specifically, UTD did not formally request
approval to contract or transfer research to these organizations in the original grant
proposal or through subsequent requests submitted to NSF via the NSF FastLane system, as
required by NSF’s PAPPGs. 18 As a result, UTD inappropriately charged $63,753 in
unallowable subaward expenses to three NSF awards, as illustrated in Table 11.
Table 5: Subawards Not Appropriately Approved
August 2018 – June 2019

Subaward
Expenses
$17,284

December 2019 – July 2020

6,616

Expense Dates

NSF Award No.

December 2019 – June 2020
Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

39,853

Subawardee
University
University
University

Notes
a
b
c

18 According to NSF PAPPG 15-1 Part II, Chapter II, Section B and NSF PAPPG 17-1 and 19-1 Part II, Chapter
VII, Section B, if it becomes necessary to subaward or transfer part of an NSF award after NSF makes a grant,
the grantee shall submit, at a minimum: (a) a clear description of the work to be performed by each
subrecipient and (b) a separate budget and budget justification for each subaward. The Authorized
Organizational Representative must sign and submit the request via NSF’s electronic systems. NSF will
indicate authorization with an amendment to the grant signed by the Grants Officer.
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a) Between August 2018 and June 2019, UTD charged NSF Award No.
$17,284 of expenses for a subaward UTD issued to the University
NSF approval.

for
without

b) Between December 2019 and June 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
$39,853 of expenses for a subaward UTD issued to the University
without NSF approval.

for

c) Between December 2019 and July 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for
$6,616 of expenses for a subaward UTD issued to the
without NSF
approval.

Conclusion

UTD did not have appropriate policies and procedures or internal controls in place to
ensure that it formally requested approval to transfer NSF award research to other
organizations before it issued subawards on NSF grants.

We are therefore questioning $63,753 of unapproved subaward expenses claimed on three
NSF awards, as illustrated in Table 12.
Table 6: Finding 3 Summary: NSF Approval Not Obtained Before Transferring Award
Research to Other Organizations
NSF
Award
No.

Total

Description
August 2018 - June 2019
Subaward Expenses
December 2019 - June 2020
Subaward Expenses
December 2019 - July 2020
Subaward Expenses

Fiscal
Year(s)
2018 –
2019
2020
2020

Questioned Costs

Direct
$17,284
26,603

4,324

Indirect

Total

UTD Agreed
to Reimburse

$0

$17,284

$0

2,292

6,616

0

13,250

39,853

0

$48,211 $15,542 $63,753

$0

Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

Recommendations

We recommend that NSF’s Director of the Division of Institution and Award Support:
3.1

Resolve the $63,753 in questioned subaward expenses for which UTD has not
agreed to reimburse NSF and direct UTD to repay or otherwise remove the
sustained questioned costs from its NSF awards.
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3.2

Direct UTD to strengthen the administrative and management internal controls and
procedures over transferring significant parts of NSF-funded research to other
organizations. Updated procedures could include:
•

•

Establishing procedures that require UTD to verify that, for any subaward
under an NSF grant awarded to UTD, it specifically obtains approval from the
NSF Grants Officer prior to issuing a subaward. This could be completed
either as part of the NSF grant budget or through a formal FastLane request
to transfer the research or effort.
Requiring periodic training for Principal Investigators and other personnel
permitted to issue subaward agreements under NSF awards.

University of Texas at Dallas Response

UTD disagreed with the $63,753 in questioned subaward costs, noting that because the
costs benefitted the awards charged, the subaward projects were coordinated by personnel
named in the NSF budget proposals, and there were no changes in the approved scope of
work, this finding should be a compliance issue with no questioned costs. Specifically:
•

•

•

With regard to $17,284 in questioned subaward costs on NSF Award No.
UTD believes the costs should be allowable as the Program Officer approved the
annual report covering the period September 1, 2017 to August 31, 2018, which
identified the University
as a partner organization and detailed the PI’s
transfer.
With regard to $39,853 in questioned subaward costs on NSF Award No.
UTD believes the costs should be allowable as the Program Officer approved the
annual report covering the period September 1, 2018 to August 31, 2020, which
identified
as a partner organization and detailed the PI’s transfer.
Further, UTD stated that the Program Officer approved the PI’s transfer and the
addition of a subcontract to
.

With regard to $6,616 in questioned subaward costs on NSF Award No.
UTD believes the costs are allowable, as UTD reported the collaboration in the
annual progress report it submitted to NSF, which it believes constitutes both notice
and effective approval by NSF.

While UTD disagreed with the finding, it did state that it would strengthen its subrecipient
monitoring procedures by providing comprehensive reviews of related expenses and
reinforcing existing and updated policies.

Auditors’ Additional Comments: UTD believes the subaward costs should be allowable as
the subcontractors were identified in annual reports it submitted to NSF Program Officers.
Because UTD did not receive approval to issue these subawards from NSF Grants Officers
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via NSF’s FastLane system, as required by NSF PAPPGs, our position regarding this finding
has not changed.

FINDING 4: UNALLOWABLE EXPENSES

UTD charged eight NSF awards a total of $23,082 in travel, fringe benefit, indirect cost,
and Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) expenses that are unallowable per
federal regulations 19 and NSF PAPPGs. 20

Unallowable Travel Expenses
As illustrated in Table 13, UTD charged six NSF awards a total of $18,217 21 in unallowable
travel expenses. Specifically, the incurred expenses were not for business-only travel,
compliant with the Fly America Act, compliant with UTD’s effort requirements for travel,
or limited to the least-cost flight option, as required for the travel costs to be allowable per
federal regulations, 22 NSF PAPPGs, 23 and UTD policy. 24
Table 73: Unallowable Travel Expenses
Expense
Date
October
2017
August 2018
August 2018

NSF
Award No.

Expense
Total
$2,023
2,901

1,706

Unallowable Travel Expenses Associated
With:
Personal travel not separated from business
travel
Personal travel and non-U.S. flag carrier
A student that was not expending effort on the
award during the time of travel

Notes
a
b
c

According to 2 CFR 220, Appendix A, Sections C.2, C.3, and C.4.d(4) and 2 CFR §200.403, Factors affecting
allowability of costs, for a cost to be allowable, it must be adequately documented, necessary, and reasonable
for the performance of the federal award. See Appendix E of this report for additional factors affecting the
allowability of costs.
20 According to NSF PAPPGs 13-1, 15-1, and 16-1 Part II, Chapter V, Section A and 17-1, 18-1 and 19-1 Part II,
Chapter X, Section A, Basic Considerations, expenditures under NSF cost reimbursement grants are governed
by the federal cost principles and must conform to NSF policies, grant special provisions, and grantee internal
policies. Grantees should ensure that costs claimed under NSF grants are necessary, reasonable, allocable, and
allowable under the applicable cost principles, NSF policy, program solicitation, or grant terms and
conditions.
21 As we previously questioned the $4,036 in unallowable travel costs in Finding 2, we are only questioning
$14,181 of the $18,217 in unallowable travel expenses.
22 According to 2 CFR 220, Appendix A, Section J.53 and 2 CFR §200.474, Travel costs, costs incurred by
employees and officers for travel must be considered reasonable and otherwise allowable only to the extent
such costs do not exceed charges normally allowed by the non-federal entity in its regular operations as the
result of the non-federal entity's written travel policy. In addition, if these costs are charged directly to the
federal award, documentation must justify that: (1) the individual’s participation is necessary to the federal
award and (2) the costs are reasonable and consistent with the non-federal entity's established travel policy.
23 According to NSF PAPPGs 13-1 Part II, Chapter VI, Section G, NSF PAPPGs 15-1 and 16-1 Part II, Chapter VI,
Section F, and NSF PAPPGs 17-1 and 19-1, Part II, Chapter XI, Section F, International Considerations and Use
of U.S.-Flag Air Carriers, in accordance with the Fly America Act (49 USC 40118), NSF funding assisting the
expense of any air transportation of persons or property to, from, between, or within a country other than the
U.S. must be performed by or under a code-sharing arrangement with a U.S.-flag air carrier, if available.
24 According to the UTD Travel Expenses Policy, all travel reimbursements must be for actual, reasonable, and
necessary expenses incurred for official University business and authorized by the appropriate supervisor.
19
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Expense
NSF
Expense
Unallowable Travel Expenses Associated
Date
Award No.
Total
With:
August 2018
725
Personal lodging and meal expenses
April 2019
1,338
Non-U.S. flag carrier
June 2019
4,036
Upgraded airfare
February
A student that was not expending effort on the
5,488
2020
award during the time of travel
Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

Notes
d
e
f
g

a) In October 2017, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $2,023 in airfare costs
for a student to attend a conference. Although the student’s attendance at the
conference appears allocable to the award, the travel included personal travel
before and after the conference. UTD did not provide documentation showing it did
not incur additional costs as a result of the extended travel dates.

b) In August 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $2,901 in unallowable
travel costs including $1,028 in lodging for dates that did not have a business
purpose and $1,873 for an
airline ticket that did not comply with the Fly
America Act.

c) In August 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $1,706 in travel costs
incurred for a graduate student to attend a conference and disseminate research
results. In addition to this trip not appearing allocable to the award charged—as the
NSF award annual report did not include the publication the traveler presented—
because the student did not expend any effort on this award during the time of
travel, these travel costs are not allowable per UTD policy.
d) In August 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $725 in unallowable
travel costs, including $572 in lodging costs incurred before the conference and
without a business purpose, $107 for meal costs claimed on travel days that do not
appear to have had a business purpose, and $46 for breakfast when the traveler
missed the conference-provided breakfast.
e) In April 2019, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $1,338 in
airfare costs that did not comply with the Fly America Act.

f) In June 2019, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $4,036 in costs incurred for
premium airfare and did not maintain documentation to support the allowable cost
for economy-class airfare.

g) In February 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $5,488 in travel costs
incurred for a student who was not expending any effort on the NSF award to attend
a conference, which is not allowable per UTD policy.
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Unallowable Fringe Benefit Costs
UTD charged one NSF award for $7,532 in fringe benefits it did not charge in accordance
with UTD policy, 25 as illustrated in Table 14.
Table 84: Unallowable Fringe Benefit Costs

Expense Date
NSF Award No. Expense Total
June 2020
$7,532
Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

Allowable Fringe
$0

Notes
a

a) In June 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $7,532 for a one-time fringe
benefit cost to correct a prior-year error that resulted in UTD charging the fringe
benefits to the award before they were earned.

Unallowable Indirect Costs
As illustrated in Table 15, UTD charged one NSF award a total of $709 in indirect costs it
inappropriately applied to participant support costs it should not have accounted for as
Modified Total Direct Costs (MTDCs), to which indirect costs are applied, per federal
regulations 26 and NSF PAPPG. 27
Table 95: Unallowable Indirect Costs

Expense Date
NSF Award No.
Expense Total
April 2019
$1,338
Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

Indirect Costs Applied
$709

Notes
a

a) In April 2019, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $709 in indirect costs it
inappropriately applied to participant support costs.

Unallowable GRFP Expense
UTD charged one NSF award for $660 in Cost of Education (COE) expenses in excess of the
COE allowance permitted by the NSF program solicitation, 28 as illustrated in Table 16.
According to the UTD Allowable Costs Policy, the actual costs for fringe benefits are charged (billed) to the
sponsored project at the time the costs are incurred; the amount charged is based on salary, selected benefit
package, and other variables applicable to the individual employee.
26 According to 2 CFR 200.68, MTDC excludes equipment, capital expenditures, charges for patient care, rental
costs, tuition remission, scholarships and fellowships, participant support costs, and the portion of each
subaward in excess of $25,000. Other items may only be excluded when necessary to avoid a serious inequity
in the distribution of indirect costs and with the approval of the cognizant agency for indirect costs.
27 According to NSF PAPPG 19-1, Part I, Chapter II, Section C.2.g (v), Budget and Budget Justification:
Participant Support, participant support costs must be specified, itemized, and justified in the budget
justification section of the proposal. Indirect costs (Facilities & Administrative [F&A]) are not usually allowed
on participant support costs unless the grantee’s current, federally-approved indirect cost rate agreement
provides for allocation of F&A to participant support costs. Participant support costs must be accounted for
separately should an award be made.
28 According to GRFP Program Solicitation No. NSF 16-588, Section B. Budgetary Information, the institutional
COE allowance is $12,000 per tenure year per Fellow.
25
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Table 106: Unallowable GRFP Expense

Expense Date NSF Award No. COE Allowance Charged
July 2018
$12,660
Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

COE Allowance
$12,000

Notes
a

a) In July 2018, UTD charged $12,660 for a COE allowance to NSF Award No.
—or $660 more than the $12,000 allowed per the NSF GRFP solicitation.

Conclusion

UTD did not have sufficient policies and procedures or internal controls in place to ensure
that it only charged allowable expenses to NSF awards. Specifically, UTD’s procedures did
not always ensure that it only charged NSF awards for travel, fringe benefit, indirect, and
COE expenses in a manner consistent with NSF and UTD policies and procedures.
We are therefore questioning $23,082 of unallowable expenses charged to eight NSF
awards which UTD agreed to reimburse, as illustrated in Table 17.
Table 117: Finding 4 Summary: Unallowable Expenses
NSF
Award No.

Total

Description
October 2017 Airfare
August 2018 Airfare
August 2018 Travel
August 2018 Lodging and
Meals
April 2019 Airfare
June 2019 Airfare
February 2020 Travel
June 2020 Fringe Benefits
April 2019 Indirects
Applied to Participant
Airfare
July 2018 GRFP COE
Allowance

Fiscal
Year

Direct

Questioned Costs

Indirect

UTD Agreed
to Reimburse
$2,023
$2,023
2,901
2,901
1,706
1,706

Total

2018
2018
2018

$1,322
1,896
1,115

$701
1,005
591

2019
2019
2020
2020

1,338
0
3,587
4,923

0 29
0
1,901
2,609

1,338
0 30
5,488
7,532

1,338
0
5,488
7,532

2018

660

0

660

660

2018

2019

474

0

$15,315

251

709

725

709

$7,767 $23,082

725

709

$23,082

Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

29 See the Unallowable Indirect Cost finding for the $709 of questioned indirect costs associated with this
unallowable participant airfare expense.
30 As we are already questioning the entirety of this expense in Finding 2, we are not questioning any costs
associated with this finding.
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Recommendations
We recommend that NSF’s Director of the Division of Institution and Award Support:
4.1
4.2

Direct UTD to provide documentation supporting that it has repaid or otherwise
credited the $23,082 in questioned fringe benefit, travel, indirect costs, and Cost of
Education allowance costs for which UTD has agreed to reimburse NSF.

Direct UTD to strengthen its processes and procedures surrounding the booking and
approval of travel expenses. Updated procedures could include:
•

•

•

•
4.3
4.4
4.5

Requiring travelers to document the business purpose of each day of a
planned trip before purchasing airfare so UTD can evaluate whether it must
perform a travel comparison indicating personal travel did not increase
airfare costs.
Establishing controls within its travel reporting system to ensure costs are
not charged to the award for travel by employees or students not exerting
effort on the award at the time of travel.

Implementing additional reviews for all airfare purchases so the reviewer
must verify airfare is for an economy class ticket and complies with the Fly
America Act before charging the expense to an NSF award.
Requiring periodic training regarding the types of expenses that are
allowable and unallowable for business travel.

Direct UTD to establish controls surrounding its participant support costs to ensure
it appropriately charges travel for participants to accounts that are not included in
its modified total direct cost base, and therefore do not incur indirect costs.
Direct UTD to strengthen its procedures and internal controls surrounding the
application of fringe benefits on employee salary. Updated procedures could
include an annual assessment of fringe benefit adjustments and fringe benefit
charges above a specific threshold.

Direct UTD to strengthen its procedures and internal controls surrounding the
administration of Graduate Research Fellowship Program Cost of Education funding.
Updated procedures could include:
•

Conducting annual training with key personnel involved in the Graduate
Research Fellowship Program to ensure individuals are aware of the
approved stipend and cost of education allowances permitted by the relevant
program solicitation each year.
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•

Conducting periodic reviews of fellowship/stipend allowances to ensure the
automatic payments do not exceed the federal/program limits.

University of Texas at Dallas Response: UTD concurred with this finding and the
associated recommendations, noting that it will review applicable policies and procedures
to identify areas where enhancements can be made to strengthen internal controls.
Further, UTD stated that it will reeducate award administrators on policies and procedures
to ensure costs charged to sponsored awards are allowable and reasonable.
Auditors’ Additional Comments: Our position regarding this finding has not changed.

FINDING 5: NON-COMPLIANCE WITH UTD POLICIES

UTD did not always comply with—or did not always document its compliance with—its
internal subaward, procurement, travel, equipment, cost transfer, salary, and MTDC
policies and procedures when incurring costs charged to NSF awards.

Non-Compliance with UTD Subaward Policies
As illustrated in Table 18, we identified 11 instances in which UTD did not comply with its
internal subaward policies and procedures requiring PI approval of subaward invoices 31
and the execution of risk assessment monitoring procedures. 32
Table 128: Non-Compliance with UTD Subaward Policies
Expense
Date

NSF
Award
Number

Fiscal Year

Subaward Policy Compliance
Exception

Notes

June 2018
2018
Untimely Invoice Approval by PI
a
July 2018
2018
Untimely Invoice Approval by PI
b
August 2018
2018
Untimely Invoice Approval by PI
c
December
2020
Untimely Invoice Approval by PI
d
2019
February
2020
Untimely Invoice Approval by PI
e
2020
March 2020
2020
Untimely Invoice Approval by PI
f
March 2020
2020
Untimely Invoice Approval by PI
g
July 2020
2020
Untimely Invoice Approval by PI
h
May 2020
2020
Untimely Invoice Approval by PI
i
June 2020
2020
Untimely Invoice Approval by PI
j
September
2019
Lack of Risk Assessment
k
2018
Source: Auditor summary of identified instances of non-compliance with UTD’s subaward policies.

31 UTD’s Subrecipient Monitoring Policy requires that the PI review and approve subrecipient invoices,
including expenditures, to ensure charges are allowable, allocable, reasonable, and within the POP.
Additionally, UTD’s “Preparing the Budget” guidance states that, following the execution of a subcontract, the
department/PI must approve the incoming invoice before the Procurement Office issues payment.
32 UTD’s Subrecipient Monitoring Policy requires UTD to perform a risk assessment determination during the
subrecipient monitoring process.
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a) In June 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $6,943 in subaward
expenses
University billed within an invoice that the PI did not approve
until May 2021, in response to the audit.

b) In July 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $37,500 in subaward
expenses
billed within an invoice that the PI did not approve until October
2021, in response to the audit.

c) In August 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $73,494 in subaward
expenses the University
billed within an invoice that the PI did not
approve until September 2018, after UTD paid the invoice.

d) In December 2019, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $21,186 in subaward
expenses
University billed within an invoice that the PI did not approve until
May 2021, in response to the audit.

e) In February 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $44,590 in subaward
expenses
University billed by within an
invoice that the PI did not approve until August 2021, in response to the audit.
f) In March 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $5,654 in subaward
expenses
University billed within an invoice that the PI did not approve
until May 2021, in response to the audit.

g) In March 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $10,545 in subaward
expenses the University
billed within an
invoice that the PI did not approve until October 2021, in response to the audit.
h) In July 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $6,698 in subaward
expenses the University
billed within an
invoice that the PI did not approve until September 2020, after UTD paid the
invoice.

i) In May 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $6,410 in subaward
expenses
University billed within an invoice that the PI did not approve until
October 2021, in response to the audit.
j) In June 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $12,540 in subaward
expenses
billed within an invoice that the PI did not approve until October
2021, in response to the audit.

k) In September 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $28,063 in subaward
expenses from the University
. Prior to issuance of the
subaward to the University
, UTD failed to execute risk
assessment and monitoring procedures.
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Non-Compliance with UTD Procurement Policies
We identified 11 instances in which UTD did not comply with its procurement policies and
procedures requiring the completion of an Authorization of Professional Services Form 33
before service provision, as illustrated in Table 19.
Table 19: Non-Compliance with UTD Procurement Policies
Expense Date

NSF Award
No.

UTD Policy Violated

Notes

August 2017
Payments to Non-Employees Policy
September 2017
Payments to Non-Employees Policy
February 2018
Payments to Non-Employees Policy
July 2018
Payments to Non-Employees Policy
February 2019
Payments to Non-Employees Policy
April 2019
Payments to Non-Employees Policy
August 2019
Payments to Non-Employees Policy
November 2019
Payments to Non-Employees Policy
January 2020
Payments to Non-Employees Policy
January 2020
Payments to Non-Employees Policy
April 2020
Payments to Non-Employees Policy
Source: Auditor summary of identified instances of non-compliance with UTD’s procurement
policies.

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k

a) In August 2017, UTD charged $8,718 in professional services to NSF Award No.
related to an $8,718 purchase order with
without first obtaining
an authorization for professional services.
b) In September 2017, UTD charged $19,800 in contract services to NSF Award No.
related to a $19,800 purchase order with
. without
first obtaining an authorization for professional services.

c) In February 2018, UTD charged $9,785 in professional services to NSF Award No.
related to a $9,785 purchase order with the University
without first obtaining an authorization for
professional services.

d) In July 2018, UTD charged $18,250 in contract services to NSF Award No.
related to an $18,250 purchase order with
without first obtaining
an authorization for professional services.

e) In February 2019, UTD charged $9,881 in professional services to NSF Award No.
related to a $50,429 purchase order with the University
without first obtaining an authorization for professional

UTD’s Payments to Non-Employees Policy states that for services to be provided by a non-employee, the
Authorization for Professional Services Form must be completed prior to the date on which the proposed
services are to be provided.
33
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services.

f) In April 2019, UTD charged $6,568 in professional services to NSF Award No.
related to a $50,429 purchase order with the University
without first obtaining an authorization for professional
services.

g) In August 2019, UTD charged $14,674 in professional services to NSF Award No.
related to a $95,812 purchase order with the University
without first obtaining an authorization for professional
services.

h) In November 2019, UTD charged $1,888 in professional services to NSF Award No.
related to a $4,000 purchase order with
without first
obtaining an authorization for professional services.

i) In January 2020, UTD charged $20,000 in professional services to NSF Award No.
related to a $20,000 purchase order with the
without first obtaining an authorization for professional services.

j) In January 2020, UTD charged $5,146 in professional services to NSF Award No.
related to a $6,675 purchase order with the University
dical without first obtaining an authorization for professional
services.
k) In April 2020, UTD charged $10,000 in professional services to NSF Award No.

related to a $10,000 purchase order with a
University professor
without first obtaining an authorization for professional services or providing a
requisition and justification of the professional services.

Non-Compliance with UTD Travel Policies
We identified four instances in which UTD did not comply with its internal travel policies
and procedures requiring timely authorizations for domestic, 34 international, 35 and
student 36 travel, as illustrated in Table 20.

According to UTD’s Travel Policy, travel must be authorized in writing prior to incurring any travel related
expenses. Faculty and staff may use the Domestic Travel Authorization Form or other methods to document
approval for domestic travel.
35 According to UTD’s Travel Guide, the Office of International Education (OIE) and the sponsoring
Department must provide advance approval for any foreign travel reservations. Additionally, UTD’s Travel
Policy requires the submission of all forms and requirements at least 15 business days prior to departure.
Travelers must obtain travel authorization prior to departure and should not make travel arrangements
without appropriate authorization.
36 According to UTD’s Policy for Travel and Risk Related Activities, members of the faculty, staff, or sponsored
student organizations must submit a completed Student Travel Request Authorization Form and all required
documents and information to the appropriate administrator for approval. Whenever possible, the request
should be submitted at least 5 working days before travel to the activity or event.
34
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Table 20: Non-Compliance with UTD Travel Policies
Expense Date

NSF Award
No.

UTD Policy Violated

Notes

August 2017
Travel Policy
a
August 2018
Policy for Travel and Risk Related Activities
b
September 2019
Travel Guide and Travel Policy
c
April 2020
Travel Policy
d
Source: Auditor summary of identified instances of non-compliance with UTD’s travel policies.

a) In August 2017, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $6,691 of the PI’s
domestic research travel without documented approval.

b) In August 2018, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $2,424 of a student’s
domestic research travel without Student Travel Request Authorization Form
approval.
c) In September 2019, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $1,158 of a PI’s
foreign conference travel without obtaining International Travel Authorization
Form approval 15 days in advance.
d) In April 2020, UTD charged NSF Award No.
domestic travel without documented approval.

for $19,204 of employee

Non-Compliance with UTD Equipment Policies
We identified one instance in which UTD did not comply with its equipment policies and
procedures requiring a physical inventory of capital assets, 37 as illustrated in Table 21.
Table 21: Non-Compliance with UTD Equipment Policies

Expense Date
NSF Award No.
UTD Policy Violated
Notes
February 2019
Property Administration Policy
a
Source: Auditor summary of identified instances of non-compliance with UTD equipment policies.

a) In February 2019, UTD charged NSF Award No.
had not tagged or included in the annual inventory.

for $9,120 for equipment it

Non-Compliance with UTD Cost Transfer Policies
We identified one instance in which UTD did not comply with its cost transfer policies and
procedures requiring PI approval of sponsored project cost transfers, 38 as illustrated in
Table 22.
37 UTD’s Property Administration Policy states UTD must conduct a physical inventory of all UTD personal
property once each fiscal year in accordance with state law. Such property includes capital assets, $5,000 per
single unit, and an estimated useful life of more than one year.
38 UTD’s Cost Transfer Policy states that the PI has a fiduciary responsibility for the management and
administration of the sponsored project in accordance with sponsor and University guidelines, and, therefore,
the PI must approve all cost transfers.
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Table 22: Non-Compliance with UTD Cost Transfer Policies

Expense Date
NSF Award No.
UTD Policy Violated
Notes
April 2020
Cost Transfer Policy
a
Source: Auditor summary of identified instances of non-compliance with UTD cost transfer policies.

a) In April 2020, UTD transferred $1,312 of participant travel expenses to NSF Award
No.
without obtaining PI approval.

Non-Compliance with UTD Salary Policies
We identified two instances in which UTD did not comply with its internal salary policies
and procedures requiring effort to be certified within 45 days, 39 as illustrated in Table 23.
Table 23: Non-Compliance with UTD Salary Policies
Expense
Date

NSF
Award
No.

UTD Policy Violated

Certified
Effort Due
Date

Certified
Effort
Date

Days
Between Notes
Dates

Sponsored Projects
Compensation
2/27/2020 5/5/2020
69
a
Confirmation Policy
Sponsored Projects
July
Compensation
2/27/2020 5/6/2020
70
b
2019
Confirmation Policy
Source: Auditor summary of identified instances of non-compliance with UTD salary policies.
June
2019

a) In June 2019, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $11,730 in salary expenses
for an employee who had not certified an effort report within 45 days of payment.

b) In July 2019, UTD charged NSF Award No.
for $9,889 in salary expenses for
an employee who had not certified an effort report within 45 days of payment.

Non-Compliance with the UTD’s Negotiated Indirect Cost Rate Agreement
UTD did not apply its indirect cost rate to the first $25,000 of subaward costs charged to
three NSF awards in a manner consistent with UTD’s MTDC base cost per its Negotiated
Indirect Cost Rate Agreement (NICRA) 40 or UTD policy, 41 as illustrated in Table 24.

39 UTD’s Sponsored Projects Compensation Confirmation Policy states the PI or Co-PI must return the
Sponsored Projects Compensation Confirmation Document to the Office of Research within 45 days of
distribution.
40 UTD’s NICRAs dated July 24, 2012, and February 4, 2016, were effective during the instances identified and
noted that the MTDCs consist of all salaries and wages, fringe benefits, materials, supplies, services, travel,
and subawards up to the first $25,000 of each subaward.
41 UTD’s Grant Process Frequently Asked Questions Policy states UTD calculates indirect costs on the first
$25,000 of each subcontract/subrecipient agreement over the life of the subcontract/subrecipient
agreement.
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Table 24: Non-Compliance with UTD’s NICRA
Award
Number

Subawardee

Total Subaward
Costs Charged to
Award

Total Subaward
Costs Eligible for
Indirect Costs

Total Subaward Costs
Included in MTDC

University of
$17,284
$17,284
$0
Arizona
Instituto
Geofísico del
$29,700
$25,000
$0
Perú
University of
Texas –
$31,689
$25,000
$24,992
Southwestern
Medical Center
Source: Auditor summary of identified instances of non-compliance with UTD’s NICRA.

Conclusion

UTD did not have adequate procedures in place to ensure that it consistently complied with
its subaward, procurement, travel, equipment, cost transfer, salary, and indirect cost
policies and procedures.
As a result, we identified 33 instances in which UTD did not comply with its internal
policies when charging costs to NSF awards, as illustrated in Table 25.
Table 25: Finding 5 Summary: Non-Compliance with UTD Policies
NSF Award No.

Compliance Exception Identified
Non-Compliance with UTD Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Procurement Policies

Transaction
Date
June 2018
July 2018
August 2018
December 2019
February 2020
March 2020
March 2020
July 2020
May 2020
June 2020
September 2018
August 2017
September 2017
February 2018
July 2018
February 2019
April 2019
August 2019
November 2019
January 2020
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Transaction
Date
Non-Compliance with UTD Procurement Policies
January 2020
Non-Compliance with UTD Procurement Policies
April 2020
Non-Compliance with UTD Travel Policies
August 2017
Non-Compliance with UTD Travel Policies
August 2018
Non-Compliance with UTD Travel Policies
September 2019
Non-Compliance with UTD Travel Policies
April 2020
Non-Compliance with UTD Equipment Policies
February 2019
Non-Compliance with UTD Cost Transfer Policies
April 2020
Non-Compliance with UTD Salary Policies
June 2019
Non-Compliance with UTD Salary Policies
July 2019
August 2018 –
Non-Compliance with UTD’s NICRA
June 2019
Non-Compliance with UTD’s NICRA
June 2020
Non-Compliance with UTD’s NICRA
July 2020
Source: Auditor summary of identified instances of non-compliance with UTD’s policies.
NSF Award No.

Compliance Exception Identified

Recommendations

We recommend that NSF’s Director of the Division of Institution and Award Support:
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures for
subaward expenses to ensure that the Principal Investigators approve subawardee
invoices prior to UTD issuing payments.
Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures for
subrecipients to ensure that it applies risk assessments to established subawards
that follow the Uniform Guidance issuance and subawards that remain ongoing.

Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures
surrounding consultant services to ensure that it completes the Authorization for
Professional Services Form and receives proper approval prior to work beginning
and payments being made to consultants.

Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures for travel
to ensure travelers complete the appropriate Domestic Travel Authorization,
Student Travel Request Authorization, and International Travel Authorization
Request forms and approves the forms timely for all applicable travel.

Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures for
equipment to ensure that it tags and includes all items that meet the definition of a
capital asset in the annual inventory and provide documentation to support that the
item’s existence was verified when performing inventory checks for capital
assets/equipment in the process of being fabricated.
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5.6

Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures for cost
transfers to ensure it does not transfer costs to an award without Principal
Investigator approval.

5.7

Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures to ensure
employees certify effort within 45 days of the date their activity reports become
available for certification.

5.8

Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures for
applying indirect cost rates on subrecipient expenses to ensure it applies indirect
costs to the first $25,000 invoiced.

University of Texas at Dallas Response: While UTD noted that it generally concurred
with this finding, it did note that it disagreed with some exceptions. Specifically:
•

•

•

UTD disagreed with the exception identified in Table 18, note k, related to a lack of
risk assessment for a subaward issued on NSF Award No.
noting that it
incurred the subaward expenses between 2013 and 2016, prior to the
establishment of the cited 2017 risk assessment procedure.

UTD disagreed with the exceptions previously identified in Table 18, notes l and m,
which pertained to two instances for NSF Award
to a lack of budget,
statement of work, and subrecipient commitment forms. Specifically, UTD stated
that the executed subawards included statements of work and budgets, and that it
used the subaward letters in place of letters of commitment, as requiring an
additional letter of commitment in these two instances would have produced
administrative burden and duplicative effort.
UTD disagreed with the exception identified in Table 21, related to failure to comply
with UTD’s Property Administration Policy, noting that the equipment transfer form
provided supports that this item was not an asset.

Auditors’ Additional Comments: We removed two of the non-compliance with subaward
exceptions from the draft report. However, our position regarding the other findings has
not changed. Specifically:
•

With regard to the exception noted in Table 18, note k: because UTD received
supplemental funding for NSF Award No.
in 2016, which noted that costs
incurred on this award must comply with 2 CFR § 200, and because UTD did not
support that it did not use supplemental funds to cover subaward costs paid after it
received the funding supplement, our position regarding this finding has not
changed. Specifically, because the scope of the sampled subaward agreement
covered expenses claimed after the 2 CFR § 200 requirements became applicable on
this award, UTD was required to comply with 2 CFR § 200.332(b), which requires
entities to evaluate each subrecipient’s risk of noncompliance with federal statutes,
regulations, and the subaward terms and conditions.
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•

•

We removed two exceptions where we had previously identified a lack of budget,
statement of work, and subrecipient commitment form for subawards issued on NSF
Award
as UTD does appear to have appropriately completed required
subaward forms.

With regard to the exception identified in Table 21, although UTD noted that the
sampled equipment was not an asset, because the item purchased was greater than
$5,000 and has an estimated useful life of more than 1 year, per UTD policies, UTD
should have considered this item a capital asset. As this item meets the definition of
a capital asset, and as capital assets are required to be included in UTD’s personal
property inventory each FY, our position regarding this finding has not changed.
However, because UTD did note that the purchased item was going to be installed
into a larger piece of equipment, we did update recommendation 5.5.

FINDING 6: INSUFFICIENT CONTROLS RELATED TO THE APPLICATION OF INDIRECT COST
RATES
UTD did not have sufficient controls in place to ensure it and its subawardees consistently
applied indirect costs using approved indirect cost rate(s), as required by federal
regulations 42 or NSF award specific guidance.
Insufficient Controls Related to the Application of Indirect Cost Rates on Innovation
Corps (I-Corps) Awards
UTD applied an 11 percent indirect cost rate on I-Corps Award No.
rather than
the 10 percent indirect cost rate included in the I-Corps award budget and NSF program
solicitation. 43

Insufficient Controls Related to the Application of Indirect Cost Rates by Subawardees
UTD allowed its subawardees to apply budgeted indirect cost rates rather than the rates in
effect when the subawards were issued. As a result, two UTD subawardees inappropriately
applied budgeted indirect cost rates to two NSF awards, as illustrated in Table 26. 44

According to 2 CFR 200, Appendix III, Section C.7. Fixed Rates for the Life of the Sponsored Agreement,
federal agencies must use the negotiated rates in effect at the time of the initial award throughout the life of
the federal award.
43 According to the NSF Solicitation 18-515, Part V – Proposal Preparation and Submission Instructions,
Section B. Budgetary Information, Indirect Cost (F&A) Limitations, the recovery of indirect costs shall be
limited to $5,000. As such, this program requires mandatory cost sharing, and is therefore an exception to
NSF's cost sharing policy. NSF Award No.
is an I-Corps award and the grant budget includes $5,000
for indirect costs and $45,000 for direct costs ($5,000/$45,000 = 11.11%).
44 NSF also requires Institutions of Higher Education to use the NICRA in effect as of the date of the award
throughout the life of the award. See NSF PAPPG 19-1, Part I, Chapter II, Section C.2.g. (viii).
42
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Table 26: Insufficient Controls Related to the Application of Indirect Cost Rates by
Subawardees
NSF Award
No.

Subawardee

Subawardee
Applied Rate (%)
51.90

Subawardee
Appropriate Rate (%)
59.86

Pennsylvania State University
University of Texas –
62.00
63.00
Southwestern Medical Center
Source: Auditor summary of identified instances of indirect costs applied using budgeted indirect
cost rates.

Conclusion

UTD did not have sufficient controls surrounding the application and monitoring of indirect
costs rates applied to I-Corps awards and subawardee invoices.
Because UTD did not overcharge NSF for indirect costs during the audit period, we did not
question any costs associated with this finding. However, we are noting a compliance
exception, as UTD’s current indirect cost rate application policies, procedures, and internal
controls do not comply with federal and NSF regulations, as illustrated in Table 27.
Table 27: Finding 6 Summary: Insufficient Controls Related to the Application of
Indirect Cost Rates
NSF Award
No.

Compliance Exception Identified

Fiscal Year

Insufficient Controls Related to the Application of Indirect Cost
2019
Rates on I-Corps Awards
Insufficient Controls Related to the Application of Indirect Cost
2020
Rates by Subawardees
Insufficient Controls Related to the Application of Indirect Cost
2020 - 2021
Rates by Subawardees
Source: Auditor summary of identified instances of indirect costs applied using rates in effect prior
to the NSF award date.

Recommendations

We recommend that NSF’s Director of the Division of Institution and Award Support:
6.1
6.2

Direct UTD to update its current practices for applying indirect costs to Innovation
Corps awards to ensure it uses the appropriate rate.

Direct UTD to update its current practices for monitoring NSF award subrecipients
to ensure subrecipients apply appropriate indirect cost rates on invoices.
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University of Texas at Dallas Response: UTD concurred with this finding and associated
recommendations, noting that it will strengthen its subrecipient monitoring procedures to
include a more in-depth review of subrecipients’ expenses.
Auditors’ Additional Comments: Our position regarding this finding has not changed.
COTTON & COMPANY LLP

Megan Mesko, CPA, CFE
Partner
December 6, 2021
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APPENDIX A: UTD’S RESPONSE
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)D Office of Research and Innovation
THE UNIVERSI TY OF TEXAS AT DALL AS

Offi« of the Vice Pr&aident
800 W Campbell Road A015

Rich.ardson T~os 7508-0~3-021
T, 972·883-4570 F, 972•883•4569
re:search.utdallss.cdu

Novembe.- 11, 2021
Cotton & Company LLP
333 John Carlyle Street, Suite 500

Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Attention: Megan Mesko, CPA, CPE

RE: The University of Texas at Dallas (UTD) of ("University") Performance Audit of Incurred Costs
for National Science Foundation (NSF) awa1·ds fort.h e period September 1, 2017 to August 31,
2020.
This representation letter Is provided In correlation with Cotton & Company of the audit of the
UTD's Incurred Costs for National Science and Foundation (NSF) awards for the period September
1, 2017, to August 31, 2020.
The financial support provided by NSF supports the advancement of cuttJ11g-edge research
di.s coveries a nd technologies at UTD. The Universify ls committed to financial stewardslllp and
obligations to administer funding per applicable laws, regulations, policies, and requirements.
The audit process is a critical component ofUTD's operations, validating internal controls and
identifying areas requiring enhancements. It is within this context that we have thoroughly
reviewed the aud itors' findings a nd recommendations. Although we do not agree with each
determination, we welcome the guid~nce and opportu nities to strengthen our sponsored programs
procedures. Th e University ls committed to remalnlug compliant with appllcable policies and
procedures, specllkally the "Office ofManQ{Jcmcnt and Budget 2 CFR 200 Uniform Administrative
Requirements, Cast Principles and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards" (Uniform Guidance) and
NSF Proposal & Award Policies and Procedures.
We appreciate the opportunity to include the management's perspective on the dra~ audit report
and look forward to working w ith NSF in the resolution process.
Please find UTD's management responses to the q uestioned costs identified in the "NSF Universit;y

Audit Fonnal Draft Report" issued October 26, 2021.
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NG 1: INADEQUATELY SUPPORTED EXPENSES

UTD did not provide adequate documentation to support the allocability, a/lowability, and
reasonableness of$91,771 in expenses charged to six NSF awards durin,g the audit period, as
required for the costs to be allowable per federal regulation and NSF Proposal & Award
Policies & Procedures Guides (PAPPGs).
University Response: The University concurs, in general with this finding, except for the-specific
flndlng(s) referenced, as listed below:
lA.1. AUDITOR FINDING: As Illustrated in Table 3, UTD did not provide adequate financial management
system documentation to support that $88,160 in foreign organization subaward costs charged to three
NSF awards represented actual, allowable expenditures, as required for t he costs to be allowable per

federal regulations.

Table 1: Inadequately Supported Subaward Expenses

$37,500

$0

a

33,500

Ctencta Jnternactonal
Cl

0

b

17,160

IGDP

0

C

Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.
tA.2. ·UN IVERSITY RESPONSE: UTD concurs that the foreign sub-recipient did not provide adequate

documentation to support the entirety of the expenses. However, the documentation provided
does illustrate that the costs are allowable and directly attributable to the project, as confirmed
by the Principal Investigator {Pl) and sub-recipient Pl. Additionally, UTD notes that since there
were no changes in the scope of work or crit ica l personnel and all subaward costs benefited the
NSF awards charged, this finding should be considered a compliance Issue with no questioned

costs.
UTD has policies and procedures to ensure t hat expenses charged to federal awards are allowable,
benefit the award, and ore required to complete the research. Moreover, UTD stated that it
updates policies at regular or necessary intervals to ensure compliance as laws, regulations, and
guidelines change.
UTD will invest in personnel to strengthen its sub-recipient monitoring by providing
comprehensive reviews of related expenses and reinforcing existing and updated policies.
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oreign sub-recipients will be subject to further evaluation due to the inherent risk of foreign
involvement.

18.1.

AUDITOR FINDING: UTD did not provide adequate documentation to support the allowability of
$3,060 in internal service provider (ISP) expenses charged to two NSF awards. Speclflcally, the
ISP's rate sheets did not support the ISP's rates as required for the ISP costs to be allowable per
federal regulations and UTD Policy, as Illustrated In Tabl e 4

Tabl 2 I

d

1:xpcnsc
Date

I

t I S

NSF

I Awan
I
N
I

I

t d ISP R t

ISP ll,1tes
Charged

{).

I

-

-

-

I

ISi' Rat<' I lnsutliru·nt Ducumenl,1lion to
.
Sup11orlNl
Su ppm t ISP Hates tor:
I

1

-

I

:

N

nl<"'li

- - --

a
b
Source: Auditor summary of iclentir.ed exceptions.

18.2.

UNIVERSITY RESPONSE: UTD does Jl!ll concu r with this finding. Aggregate rates are reviewed
annually to ensure uniform application of charges to users, and only costs necessary to provide
goods and services are recorded to centers. Documentation supporting aggregate costs of
masks and associated rates, beyond rate establishment memo, was delivered during fieldwork.

UTD insists that the policies and proGedures associated with Internal Service Providers meet the
standards outlined in the Office of Management and Budget 2 CFR 200 Uniform Administrative
Requirements, Cost Prindples, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards. Only approved rates
are charged to federally sponsored awards.

1C.l. AUDITOR FINDING : UTD did not provide adequate supporting documentation to show t hat $551
of travel cost s charged to one NSF award were allowable per federal regulations and UTD Policy,
as Illustrated in Table 5.

1C.2.

UNIVERSITY RESPONSE: UTD concurs with this finding and recommendation. The University
understands the importance of reviewing expenses to ensure costs are reasonable, allowable,
and allocable. In t he expenditure review process, the Office of Research w ill ensure that
appropriate doettment atlon is obtained to support the expenses allocated to the award.
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2: EXPENSES NOT APPROPRIATELY ALLOCATfiD TO NSF AWARDS

UTD did not support that it always allocated expenses to NSF awards based on the relative
benefits the awards received, as required by federal regulations and NSF PAPPGs. As a result,
UTD inappropria~ly allocated a total o/$70,604 in expenses to 11 NSF awards,
Universitv Response: The Universitv concurs, In general with this f inding, except for the.-speci flc
flndlng(s) ref erenced, as listed below:

2A.1

AUDITOR FINDING: UTD did not document or provide a reasonable Justification for the allocation
methodolo3y it used to charge $54,690 of purchases made near grant expiration dates.
Specifica'ny, because UTO had little or no time to use the materials/supplies purchased to
benefit the NSF awards charged,
UTD does not appear to have charged t he costs based on the relative benefits received by t he
awards, as illustrated In Table 7.

EX(JCllSC

Uak

August20 17

' ' NSF
Award

A,lwul,t

No.

Cllu111etl

I

--~,lmil

Expenses Nc,tr Gnml Expiraliou

I

1lriw111Il

l'er,:enl Allucoble

Unable t o Dete, mine

'

Inappropriately

Allocate<I

Notes

$16,490
b

August2017
Unabl e to Determine

7,527

C

August2017
August 2017

7,527

August2018
September
2018
June 2020

1,599

Unable to Determine
Unable to Determine

7,116
1,599

d
e

2,006

Unable to Det ermioe

2,006

f

9,016

Unabl e to Determine

9,016

g

Unable to Det erm ine
2,287
July 2020
source: Audi to,· summary of i denti fied exceptions.

2,287

h

2A.2

7,116

UNIVERSIT( RESPONSE: UTD does llQ! concur with the finding. UTD attests t he questioned
costs were necessary and benefited t he award at t he t ime of purchase and are considered
reasonable, allowable, and allocable under Uniform Guidance, NSF policies, and terms and
conditions ~f the awards i ssued. In addition, to ensure compliance UTD performs a monthly "90·
day expiration alerts" process t o aid in a proactive review w ith Award Administrators purchasing
near or after award expiration.
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AUDITOR FINDING: As Illustrated in Table 8, UTD could not support that it appropriately
allocated $15,528 of travel costs charged to five NSF awards based on the relat ive benefits
received by t he award;, as required for t he travel costs to be allowable per federal regulat i ons
and UTD policy.

b

1,033
528

Unable to Detel'mine

June 2019

4,036

Unable to Determine

July 2019

3,680

Unable to Determine

Aptil 2020

1,312
unable to Determine
Source: Auditor s~mmary of identified except io1;s.
2B.2

S28
4,036
3,680

d

'l.312

f

C

e

UNIVERSITY RESPONSE: UTD concurs in part with the finding and recommendations. The
University believes th.;t the entire amount should not be discounted. Portions are allowable and
allocable on the project since documentation does cite the award referenced.

2C.1

AUDITOR FINDING:

urn did not always charge expenses to NSF awards In a manner consistent

with t he allocation methodology it docum ented. As a result, UTD charged two NSF awards for

$386 of unallocable costs, as illustrated in Table 9:

Table 9: Documented Allocation Methodolo

September 2019

1,772

1,594

178

Source: Aud itor summary of Identified exceµtlons.
2C.2

UNIVERSITY RESPONSE: UTD concurs wit h t he finding and recommendation. UTD will take the
opportunity to re-ed ucat e Award Administrators on the policies anc procedures associated w ith
Travel expenses.
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NDING 3: NSF A PPROVAL NOT O BTAIN ED B EFORE TRANSFERRING AWARD RESEAR CH

TO O THER O RGANIZATIONS

UTD did not obtain NS F's approval before issuing subawards to two organizations to conduct
portions of NSF-funded award research. Specifically, UTD did not formally request approval to
contract or transfer research to these organizations in the original grant proposal or through
subsequent requests submitted to NSF via the NSF Fastlane system, as required by NSF's
PAPPGs. As a result, UTD inappropriately charged $63,753 in unallowable subaward expenses
to three NSF awards, as illustrated in Table 11.

December 2019 - July 2020

39,853

b

6,616

C

Source: Auditor summary of identi fied exceptions.
University Response: The University does J!.2! concur with t his flndlng.
3A.1

AUDITOR FINDING: UTD did not have appropriate policies and procedures or internal controls
in place to ensure that it formally requested approval to transfer NSF award research to ot her
organizations before It Issued subawards on NSF grants.

38.2

U NIVERSITY RESPONSE: UTD does not concur with this finding. The University believes the
reported expenses support the projects coordinated and conducted by named personnel.
Additionally, UTD notes that since there were no changes In the scope of work or personnel, and
all subaward costs benefited the NSF awa rds, this finding should be considered a compliance
Issue.

Speci fically:
•

In regards to the $17,284 In questioned subaward costs under NSF Award No.
UTO believes the charges are allowable due to the annual report covering the period
September 1, 2017 to August 31, 2018 in which The University s listed as a
partner organization and detailedtransfer. Furthe~
Program
Officer approved the annual report s.
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Concern ing the $39,853 in questioned subaward costs under NSF Award No. UTD believes the expenses are allowable because the Pl Informed the Program Officer
of his move to the University - - - -n 2018. The Program Officer
oUTD provided an
approved the transfer and th~
email affirming these events. In addition, the annual reports covering the period
September 1, 2018 to August 31, 2020 included Information regarding transfer toand listed llllllllllllts a partner organization. The Progra m
Officer approved the annual reports before the occurrence of the questioned
expenses.
•

Concerning the $6,616 in questioned subaward costs under NSF Award No. 
UTD believes t he costs are allowable as UTD reported its collaboration In the annual
progress report submitted to NSF. UTD believes it constitutes both notice to and
effective approval by NSF.

UTD will invest in personnel to strengthen Its sub-recipient monitoring by providing
comprehensive reviews of related expenses and reinforcing existing and updated policies

FINDING 4: UNALLOWABLE EXPENSES

UTD charged eight NSF awards a total o/$23,082 in travel, fringe benefit, indirect cost, and
Grad11ate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) expenses that are 11na/lowable per federal
reg11lations and NSF PAPPGs.
University Response: The University concurs with this finding and recommendations. UTD will review
applicable policies and procedures to identify areas where enhancements can be made to strengthen
internal controls. UTD will re-educate Award Administrators on Policies and procedures in reference to
direct charging sponsored awards to ensure allowable, allowable and reasonable in respect to the direct
benefit received throughout the grant life cycle.

F INDING 5: NON-COMPLIANCE WITH

UTD POLICIBS

/JTD did not always comply with- or did not always document its compliance with- its
internal subaward, procurement, travel, equipment, cost transfer; sala1y, and MTDC policies
and procedures when incurring costs charged to NSF awards.
University Response: The University concurs, in general with this finding, except for the-specific
finding(s) ref erenced, as list ed below:
SA.l

AUDITOR FINDING: As illustrated In Table 18, we identified 13 Instances In which UTD did not
comply w ith it s internal subaward policies and procedures requiring Pl approval of subaward
invoices, the execution of risk assessment monitoring procedures, and obtaining and
maintaining subawa rdee documentation in support of the subaward agreement .
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2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
September

2018

2019

d

Untlmel
Untlmel
Untimel

Pl

Untimel

Pl

Untimel
Untimel

Pl

e
f

b
I

Pl

Laci<of Risk Assessment

k

Lack of Budge~ Statement of Work, and
Subtecl lent Commitment
Lack of Budget, Statement of Work, and
m
2020
June 2020
Subreci ient Commitment
Source: Audi tor summary of Identified instances of non-compliance with UTD's sub8ward policies.
January 2020

SA.2

2020

UNIVERSITY RESPONSE: UTD does )lQ! concur w ith t his finding specifically t he Items listed
below :
•

Finding 5: Table 18: Subsection K. The subaward expense occurred in 2013-2016. At
that t ime, risk assessment and monitoring proce<lures were not pa rt of t he subaward
process; the int ernal control procedure was established in 2017.

•

Finding 5: Table 18: Subsections L and M. In both Instances, t he subawards were added
to existing awards. TI1e budget and statement of work were obtained and included in
t he subaward. The executed subaward Is used In place of a letter of commitment as
both contain t he official subreciplent commitment to the project. It is an
administrative burden and duplicative effort, both t o UTD and t he sub-recipient, t o
require a letter of commitment that is not included or needed when adding to an
existing award. It is more expeditious and streamlined to substitute the executed
subaward for the letter of commit ment.

UTD will invest in personnel to strengthen Its sub-recipient monitoring by providing
comprehensive reviews of related expenses and reinforcing existing and updated policies.
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1

AUDITOR FINDING: We Identified one instance in w hich UTD did not comply wit h its equipment
policies and procedures requiring a physi cal inventory of capital assets, as Illustrated in Table 21.

58.2 INIVERSITY RESPONSE: The University does !lQ!_concur with this finding. The UTD signed
Equipment Transfer form is included in t he documentat ion and st ates it was not an asset.

FI NDING6 : INSUFFIClllNT CONTROLS RELATED TO THE APPLICATION OF INDIRECT COST
RATES

UTD did not have sufficient controls in place to ensure it and its subawardees consistently
applied indirect costs using approved indirect cost rate(s), as required by federal regulation
and/or NSF award specific guidance.
University Response: The University concurs with this finding and recommendation. UTD has policies
and procedures t o ensure expenses charged to federal awards are allowable, benefit t he aw ard, and are
reasonable for t he completion of t he research. Moreover, UTD stat es t hat it reviews and updates
policies at regular Intervals to ensure compliance w ith changes In laws, regulat ions, and guidelines.
Addit ional personnel will be added specifically to strengti1en sub-recipient monitoring and provide more
in-depth review of all expenses related to subrecipients.
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OBJECTIVES
The NSF OIG Office of Audits engaged Cotton & Company LLP (referred to as “we”) to
conduct an audit survey, the objectives of which were to evaluate UTD’s award
management environment, to determine whether any further audit work was warranted
and recommend a path forward as described in the task order performance work
statement, and to perform any additional audit work determined appropriate.

SCOPE

The audit population included approximately $36.7 million in expenses UTD claimed on
254 NSF awards during our audit period of performance, September 1, 2017, to August 31,
2020.

METHODOLOGY

Based on the objectives and scope of the audit, we conducted this engagement in two
phases, as follows:

Audit Survey Phase
After obtaining NSF OIG’s approval for our audit plan, we performed the audit survey steps
outlined in the original audit plan. Generally, these steps included:
•

Assessing the reliability of the general ledger data that UTD provided by comparing
the costs charged to NSF awards per UTD’s accounting records to the reported net
expenditures reflected in the ACM$ drawdown requests.
o Our work required us to rely on computer-processed data obtained from
UTD and NSF OIG. NSF OIG provided award data that UTD reported through
ACM$ during our audit period.
−

−

We assessed the reliability of the general ledger data that UTD
provided by (1) comparing the costs charged to NSF awards per UTD’s
accounting records to the reported net expenditures reflected in the
ACM$ drawdown requests that UTD submitted to NSF during the
audit survey POP; and (2) reviewing the parameters that UTD used to
extract transaction data from its accounting systems. We identified
several discrepancies between the amounts supported by UTD’s
general ledger and the amounts that UTD claimed per NSF’s ACM$
system; however, we found UTD’s computer-processed data to be
sufficiently reliable for the purposes of the audit survey, as UTD was
able to provide justification for all discrepancies identified and we did
not identify any issues with the parameters that UTD used to extract
the accounting data.
We found NSF’s computer-processed data to be sufficiently reliable
for the purposes of this audit. We did not review or test whether the
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data contained in NSF’s databases or the controls over NSF’s
databases were accurate or reliable; however, the independent
auditor’s report on NSF’s financial statements for fiscal year 2020
found no reportable instances in which NSF’s financial management
systems did not substantially comply with applicable requirements.

•

•

•

•

•

o UTD provided detailed transaction-level data to support all costs charged to
NSF awards during the period. This data resulted in a total audit universe of
$36,722,202 in expenses claimed on 254 NSF awards.

Obtaining and reviewing all available accounting and administrative policies and
procedures, external audit reports, desk review reports, and other relevant
information UTD and NSF OIG provided, as well as any other relevant information
that was available online.

Summarizing our understanding of federal-, NSF-, and UTD-specific policies and
procedures surrounding costs budgeted for or charged to NSF awards, and
identifying the controls in place to ensure that costs charged to sponsored projects
were reasonable, allocable, and allowable.

o In planning and performing this audit, we considered UTD’s internal controls,
within the audit’s scope, solely to understand the directives or policies and
procedures UTD has in place to ensure that charges against NSF awards
complied with relevant federal regulations, NSF award terms, and UTD
policies.

Evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the policies and procedures that UTD
has in place to control the inherent, fraud, and control risks identified for each
budget category.

Providing UTD with a list of 45 transactions that we selected based on the results of
our data analytics and requesting that UTD provide documentation to support each
transaction.
Reviewing the supporting documentation UTD provided and requesting additional
documentation as necessary to ensure we obtained sufficient, appropriate evidence
to assess the allowability of each sampled transaction under relevant federal, 45
NSF, 46 and UTD policies. 47

45 We assessed UTD’s compliance with 2 CFR Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost
Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards, and 2 CFR Part 220, Cost Principles for Educational
Institutions (Office of Management and Budget [OMB] Circular A-21), as appropriate.
46 We assessed UTD’s compliance with NSF PAPPGs 10-1, 11-1, 13-1, 14-1, 15-1, 16-1, 17-1, 18-1, and 19-1
and with NSF award-specific terms and conditions, as appropriate.
47 We assessed UTD’s compliance with internal UTD policies and procedures surrounding costs budgeted for
or charged to NSF awards.
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•

•

Holding virtual interviews and walkthroughs with UTD in December 2020 to discuss
payroll (including effort reporting), fringe benefits, travel, participant support costs,
procurement, equipment (including an inventory check), the GRFP other direct costs
(e.g., patent, relocation, recruiting, interest, advertising/public relations,
entertainment, fundraising, lobbying, selling/marketing, and training costs), grant
close-out procedures, subawards, ACM$ processing, indirect costs, and other
general policies (e.g., pre- and post-award costs, program income, whistle-blower
information, research misconduct, and conflict of interest policies).
Preparing an organizational risk assessment that (1) summarized the results of our
planning/initial fieldwork, (2) included areas of elevated risk of noncompliance that
we identified in the organization’s award management environment, and (3)
contained our recommendations for expanded testing.

Expanded Testing Audit Phase
Based on the areas of elevated risk of noncompliance identified during the survey phase,
we determined that we should perform further audit procedures that included:
•

•
•

•

Conducting additional data analytics, evaluating the results of the analytics, and rerunning analytical tests, as necessary.
Selecting an additional audit sample of 50 transactions.

Conducting additional fieldwork, which included providing the list of 50
transactions to UTD and requesting and reviewing supporting documentation until
we had obtained sufficient, appropriate evidence to enable us to assess the
allowability of each sampled transaction.

Conducting additional audit work in two areas to evaluate whether UTD (1) issued
subawards to institutions that were not approved by appropriate NSF personnel
and (2) inappropriately applied indirect costs to participant support travel
expenses.

At the conclusion of our fieldwork, we provided a summary of our results to NSF OIG
personnel for review. We also provided the summary to UTD personnel to ensure that UTD
was aware of each of our findings and that it did not have additional documentation to
support the questioned costs.

We conducted this performance audit from September 2020 to August 2021 in accordance
with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General
of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions that are valid, accurate, appropriate, and complete with respect to the based on
our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
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APPENDIX C: SUMMARY OF QUESTIONED COSTS
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Appendix C, Table 1: Schedule of Questioned Costs by Finding
Finding

Description

1

Inadequately Supported Expenses
Expenses Not Appropriately Allocated to
NSF Awards
NSF Approval Not Obtained Before
Transferring Award Research to Other
Organizations
Unallowable Expenses
Non-Compliance with UTD Policies
Insufficient Controls Related to the
Application of Indirect Cost Rates

2
3
4
5
6

Total

Questioned Costs
Unsupported Unallowable
$0
$91,771
-

70,604

-

23,082
-

-

$0

63,753
-

$249,210

Total
$91,771
70,604
63,753

23,082
-

$249,210

Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.
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Appendix C, Table 2: Summary of Questioned Costs by NSF Award Number
NSF Award
No.

No. of
Transaction
Exceptions
4
1
1
1
1
2
4
2
1
3
1
2
2
2
1
3
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
1
4
1

Questioned
Direct Costs
$5,469
675
1,115
800
1,311
1,495
26,002
1,181
2,660
834
116
2,638
17,284
5,893
2,405
3,587
1,200
37,500
26,603
1,312
660
4,923
4,324
17,160
33,500

Questioned
Indirect
Costs
$2,899
358
591
424
695
792
13,780
626
1,410
442
62
1,398
3,123
1,275
1,901
636
13,250
2,609
2,292
-

Questioned
Total
$8,368
1,033
1,706
1,224
2,006
2,287
39,782
1,807
4,070
1,276
178
4,036
17,284
9,016
3,680
5,488
1,836
37,500
39,853
1,312
660
7,532
6,616
17,160
33,500

UTD
Agreed to
Reimburse
$2,901
1,706
208
4,070
1,276
178
3,680
5,488
1,312
660
7,532
-
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NSF Award
No.

Grand Total

No. of
Transaction
Exceptions
1
2
1
71

Questioned
Direct Costs
$200,647

Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

Questioned
Indirect
Costs
$48,563

Questioned
Total
$249,210

UTD
Agreed to
Reimburse
$29,011
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Appendix C, Table 3: Summary of Questioned Costs by NSF Award Number and Expense Description
Finding
Description
1) Inadequately
Supported
Expenses
2) Expenses Not
Appropriately
Allocated to
NSF Awards

3) NSF Approval
Not Obtained
Before
Transferring
Award
Research to

Award
No.

Expense Description
July 2018 Subaward Expense
April 2020 Subaward Expense
May 2020 Subaward Expense
March 2018 ISP Masks
September 2018 ISP Masks
August 2018 Travel Meals
August 2017 Lab Supplies
August 2017 Chemicals and Lab
Supplies
August 2017 Lab Supplies
August 2017 Precision Cutter
August 2018 Digital Camera
September 2018 Supplies
June 2020 Materials
July 2020 Supplies
June 2018 Travel
July 2018 Travel
August 2018 Airfare
June 2019 Airfare
July 2019 Airfare
April 2020 Participant Travel
July 2018 Maintenance/ Repair
Expense
September 2019 Travel
August 2018 - June 2019
Subaward Expenses
December 2019 - June 2020
Subaward Expenses
December 2019 - July 2020
Subaward Expenses

$37,500
33,500
17,160
800
1,200
360
10,778

Questioned
Indirect
Costs
$0
424
636
191
5,712

4,920
4,651
1,045
1,311
5,893
1,495
3,228
675
345
2,638
2,405
1,312

2,607
2,465
554
695
3,123
792
1,711
358
183
1,398
1,275
-

Questioned
Direct Costs

5,653

136

2,996

72

116

62

26,603

13,250

17,284

4,324

$37,500
33,500
17,160
1,224
1,836
551
16,490

UTD
Agreed to
Reimburse
$0
551
-

7,527
7,116
1,599
2,006
9,016
2,287
4,939
1,033
528
4,036
3,680
1,312

3,680
1,312

178

178

39,853

-

Total Questioned
Costs

8,649

208

-

17,284

2,292

6,616

-

208
-

-
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Finding
Description
Other
Organizations
4) Unallowable
Expenses

5) NonCompliance
with UTD
Policies

Award
No.

Expense Description

October 2017 Airfare
August 2018 Airfare
August 2018 Travel
August 2018 Lodging and Meals
April 2019 Airfare
June 2019 Airfare
February 2020 Travel
June 2020 Fringe Benefits
April 2019 Indirects Applied to
Participant Airfare
July 2018 GRFP COE Allowance
Non-Compliance with UTD
Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Subaward Policies

Questioned
Indirect
Costs

Total Questioned
Costs

UTD
Agreed to
Reimburse

1,322
1,896
1,115
474
1,338
3,587
4,923

701
1,005
591
251
1,901
2,609

2,023
2,901
1,706
725
1,338
5,488
7,532

2,023
2,901
1,706
725
1,338
5,488
7,532

660

-

660

660

Questioned
Direct Costs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

709
-

709
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

709
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Finding
Description

Award
No.

Expense Description
Non-Compliance with UTD
Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Subaward Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Procurement Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Travel Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Travel Policies

Questioned
Direct Costs

Questioned
Indirect
Costs
-

-

UTD
Agreed to
Reimburse
-

Total Questioned
Costs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Finding
Description

6) Insufficient
Controls
Related to the
Application of
Indirect Cost
Rates
Total

Award
No.

Expense Description
Non-Compliance with UTD
Travel Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Travel Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Equipment Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD Cost
Transfer Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Salary Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD
Salary Policies
Non-Compliance with UTD’s
NICRA
Non-Compliance with UTD’s
NICRA
Non-Compliance with UTD’s
NICRA
Insufficient Controls Related to
the Application of Indirect Cost
Rates on I-Corps Awards
Insufficient Controls Related to
the Application of Indirect Cost
Rates by Subawardees
Insufficient Controls Related to
the Application of Indirect Cost
Rates by Subawardees

Source: Auditor summary of identified exceptions.

Questioned
Indirect
Costs

Total Questioned
Costs

UTD
Agreed to
Reimburse

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Questioned
Direct Costs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$200,647

$48,563

$249,210

$29,011

-

-

-

-
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APPENDIX D: SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS
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We recommend that NSF’s Director of the Division of Institution and Award Support:
1.1
1.2
1.3

Resolve the $91,220 in questioned inadequately supported subaward expenses,
internal service provider rates, and meal expenses for which UTD has not agreed to
reimburse NSF and direct UTD to repay or otherwise remove the sustained
questioned costs from its NSF awards.
Direct UTD to provide documentation that it has repaid or otherwise credited the
$551 of questioned travel costs that it has agreed to reimburse.

Direct UTD to strengthen its policies and procedures for creating and retaining
documentation, including introducing additional controls to help ensure that it
appropriately creates and maintains all documentation necessary to support the
allowability of expenses charged to sponsored programs. Updated procedures could
include:
•

•

•
2.1
2.2
2.3

Updating its policies for establishing subawards in foreign countries to require
subawardees to provide general ledger data to support all costs invoiced to UTD.
Updating its current internal service provider policies and procedures to ensure
only approved and assessed rates are invoiced and charged to federallysponsored awards.
Providing additional training to ensure UTD only reimburses travelers for
allowable, supported meal costs.

Resolve the $65,226 in questioned materials and supplies, travel, and other direct
costs for which UTD has not agreed to reimburse NSF and direct UTD to repay or
otherwise remove the sustained questioned costs from its NSF awards.
Direct UTD to provide documentation supporting that it has repaid or otherwise
credited the $5,378 of questioned airfare and participant travel costs for which it
has agreed to reimburse NSF.

Direct UTD to strengthen its controls and processes for supporting the allocation of
expenses to sponsored projects. Updated processes could include:
•

•

Requiring Principal Investigators or other designated staff to both document and
justify the allocation methodologies used when charging expenses to sponsored
projects near the grant expiration date.

Implementing standard procedures that require reviewers to assess publications
presented during sponsored travel to determine which awards benefitted from
the presentation before determining which funding source(s) to charge the
expenses to.
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•
2.4
3.1
3.2

Direct UTD to strengthen its controls and processes for ensuring it allocates travel
and other direct cost expenses in accordance with its documented allocation
methodology.
Resolve the $63,753 in questioned subaward expenses for which UTD has not
agreed to reimburse NSF and direct UTD to repay or otherwise remove the
sustained questioned costs from its NSF awards.

Direct UTD to strengthen the administrative and management internal controls and
procedures over transferring significant parts of NSF-funded research to other
organizations. Updated procedures could include:
•

•
4.1
4.2

Providing training on how to assess and document the methodology used to
allocate expenses across each sponsored award.

Establishing procedures that require UTD to verify that, for any subaward under
an NSF grant awarded to UTD, it specifically obtains approval from the NSF
Grants Officer prior to issuing a subaward. This could be completed either as
part of the NSF grant budget or through a formal FastLane request to transfer
the research or effort.
Requiring periodic training for Principal Investigators and other personnel
permitted to issue subaward agreements under NSF awards.

Direct UTD to provide documentation supporting that is has repaid or otherwise
credited the $23,082 in questioned fringe benefit, travel, indirect costs, and Cost of
Education allowance costs for which UTD has agreed to reimburse NSF.

Direct UTD to strengthen its processes and procedures surrounding the booking and
approval of travel expenses. Updated procedures could include:
•

•

•

Requiring travelers to document the business purpose of each day of a planned
trip before purchasing airfare so UTD can evaluate whether it must perform a
travel comparison indicating personal travel did not increase airfare costs.

Establishing controls within its travel reporting system to ensure costs are not
charged to the award for travel by employees or students not exerting effort on
the award at the time of travel.

Implementing additional reviews for all airfare purchases so the reviewer must
verify airfare is for an economy class ticket and complies with the Fly America
Act before charging the expense to an NSF award.
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•
4.3
4.4
4.5

Direct UTD to establish controls surrounding its participant support costs to ensure
it appropriately charges travel for participants to accounts that are not included in
its modified total direct cost base, and therefore do not incur indirect costs.

Direct UTD to strengthen its procedures and internal controls surrounding the
application of fringe benefits on employee salary. Updated procedures could include
an annual assessment of fringe benefit adjustments and fringe benefit charges above
a specific threshold.

Direct UTD to strengthen its procedures and internal controls surrounding the
administration of Graduate Research Fellowship Program Cost of Education funding.
Updated procedures could include:
•

•
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

Requiring periodic training regarding the types of expenses that are allowable
and unallowable for business travel.

Conducting annual training with key personnel involved in the Graduate
Research Fellowship Program to ensure individuals are aware of the approved
stipend and Cost of Education allowances permitted by the relevant program
solicitation each year.
Conducting periodic reviews of fellowship/stipend allowances to ensure the
automatic payments do not exceed the federal/program limits.

Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures for
subaward expenses to ensure that the Principal Investigators approve subawardee
invoices prior to UTD issuing payments.
Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures for
subrecipients to ensure that it applies risk assessments to established subawards
that follow the Uniform Guidance issuance and subawards that remain ongoing.

Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures
surrounding consultant services to ensure that it completes the Authorization for
Professional Services Form and receives proper approval prior to work beginning
and payments being made to consultants.

Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures for travel
to ensure travelers complete the appropriate Domestic Travel Authorization,
Student Travel Request Authorization, and International Travel Authorization
Request forms and approves the forms timely for all applicable travel.

Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures for
equipment to ensure that it tags and includes all items that meet the definition of a
capital asset in the annual inventory or provide documentation to support that the
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5.6
5.7
5.8
6.1
6.2

item’s existence was verified when performing inventory checks for capital
assets/equipment in the process of being fabricated.

Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures for cost
transfers to ensure it does not transfer costs to an award without Principal
Investigator approval.

Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures to ensure
employees certify effort within 45 days of the date their activity reports become
available for certification.
Direct UTD to strengthen its administrative and management procedures for
applying indirect cost rates on subrecipient expenses to ensure it applies indirect
costs to the first $25,000 invoiced.

Direct UTD to update its current practices for applying indirect costs to Innovation
Corps awards to ensure it uses the appropriate rate.

Direct UTD to update its current practices for monitoring NSF award subrecipients
to ensure subrecipients apply appropriate indirect cost rates on invoices.
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Allocable cost. A cost is allocable to a particular federal award or other cost objective if the
goods or services involved are chargeable or assignable to that federal award or cost
objective in accordance with relative benefits received. This standard is met if the cost:
(a) Is incurred specifically for the federal award.

(b) Benefits both the federal award and other work of the non-federal entity and can be
distributed in proportions that may be approximated using reasonable methods.

(c) Is necessary to the overall operation of the non-federal entity and is assignable in
part to the federal award in accordance with the principles in this subpart. (2 CFR §
200.405).
Return to the term’s initial use.

Allocation. Allocation means the process of assigning a cost, or a group of costs, to one or
more cost objective(s), in reasonable proportion to the benefit provided or other equitable
relationship. The process may entail assigning a cost(s) directly to a final cost objective or
through one or more intermediate cost objectives. (2 CFR § 200.4) and (2 CFR Revision §
200.1).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Factors affecting allowability of costs. The tests of allowability of costs under these
principles are: they must be reasonable; they must be allocable to sponsored agreements
under the principles and methods provided herein; they must be given consistent
treatment through application of those generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)
appropriate to the circumstances; and they must conform to any limitations or exclusions
set forth in these principles or in the sponsored agreement as to types or amounts of cost
items (2 CFR 220, Appendix A, Section C.2.).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Allowable cost. Except where otherwise authorized by statute, costs must meet the
following general criteria in order to be allowable under federal awards:

(a) Be necessary and reasonable for the performance of the federal award and be
allocable thereto under these principles.
(b) Conform to any limitations or exclusions set forth in these principles or in the
federal award as to types or amount of cost items.

(c) Be consistent with policies and procedures that apply uniformly to both federallyfinanced and other activities of the non-federal entity (2 CFR § 200.403).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Capital expenditures means expenditures to acquire capital assets or expenditures to
make additions, improvements, modifications, replacements, rearrangements,
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reinstallations, renovations, or alterations to capital assets that materially increase their
value or useful life (2 CFR § 200.13).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Consultant Services (Professional Service costs). This refers to costs of professional and
consultant services rendered by persons who are members of a particular profession or
possess a special skill, and who are not officers or employees of the non-federal entity, are
allowable, subject to paragraphs (b) and (c) when reasonable in relation to the services
rendered and when no contingent upon recovery of the costs from the federal government.

In determining the allowability of costs in a particular case, no single factor or any special
combination of factors is necessarily determinative; however, the following factors are
relevant:
1) The nature and scope of the service rendered in relation to the service required.
2) The necessity of contracting for the service, considering the non-federal entity’s
capability in the particular area.

3) The past pattern of such costs, particularly in the years prior to federal awards.
4) The impact of federal awards on the non-federal entity’s business.

5) Whether the proportion of federal work to the non-federal entity’s total business is
such as to influence the non-federal entity in favor of incurring the cost, particularly
where the services rendered are not of a continuing nature and have little
relationship to work under federal awards.
6) Whether the service can be performed more economically by direct employment
rather than contracting.
7) The qualifications of the individual or concern rendering the service and the
customary fees charged, especially on non-federally funded activities.

8) Adequacy of the contractual agreement for the service (e.g., description of the
service, estimate of time required, rate of compensation, and termination
provisions) (2 CFR § 200.459) and (2 CFR Revision § 200.459).
Return to the term’s initial use.

Cost Sharing. This refers to the portion of project costs not paid by federal funds (unless
otherwise authorized by federal statute) (2 CFR § 200.29).
Return to the term’s initial use.

Direct Costs. Costs that can be identified specifically with a particular final cost objective—
such as a federal award—or other internally- or externally-funded activity, or that can be
directly assigned to such activities relatively easily with a high degree of accuracy. Costs
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incurred for the same purpose in like circumstances must be treated consistently as either
direct or indirect (F&A) costs (2 CFR § 200.413).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Entertainment. Costs of entertainment, including amusement, diversion, and social
activities and any associated costs are unallowable, except where specific costs that might
otherwise be considered entertainment have a programmatic purpose and are authorized
either in the approved budget for the federal award or with prior written approval of the
federal awarding agency. (2 CFR § 200.438) and (2 CFR Revision § 200.438).
Return to the term’s initial use.

Equipment. Tangible personal property—including information technology (IT)
systems—having a useful life of more than 1 year and a per-unit acquisition cost which
equals or exceeds the lesser of the capitalization level established by the non-federal entity
for financial statement purposes, or $5,000 (2 CFR § 200.33).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Fly America Act. All air travel and cargo transportation services funded by the federal
government are required to use a "U.S. flag" air carrier service (49 U.S.C. 40118).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Fringe Benefits. Allowances and services provided by employers to their employees as
compensation in addition to regular salaries and wages. Fringe benefits include, but are not
limited to, the costs of leave (vacation, family-related, sick, or military), employee
insurance, pensions, and unemployment benefit plans. Except as provided elsewhere in
these principles, the costs of fringe benefits are allowable provided that the benefits are
reasonable and are required by law, non-federal entity-employee agreement, or an
establishment policy of the non-federal entity.

Leave is the cost of fringe benefits in the form of regular compensation paid to employees
during periods of authorized absences from the job, such as for annual leave, family-related
leave, sick leave, holidays, court leave, military leave, administrative leave, and other
similar benefits, are allowable if all of the following criteria are met:
1) They are provided under established written leave policies.

2) The costs are equitably allocated to all related activities, including federal awards.

3) The accounting basis (cash or accrual) selected for costing each type of leave is
consistently followed by the non-Federal entity or specified grouping of employees
(2 CFR § 200.431) and (2 CFR Revision § 200.431).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Indirect (F&A) Costs. This refers to those costs incurred for a common or joint purpose
benefitting more than one cost objective, and not readily assignable to the cost objectives
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specifically benefitted, without effort disproportionate to the results achieved. To facilitate
equitable distribution of indirect expenses to the cost objectives served, it may be
necessary to establish a number of pools of indirect (F&A) costs. Indirect (F&A) cost pools
must be distributed to benefitted cost objectives on bases that will produce an equitable
result in consideration of relative benefits derived (2 CFR § 200.56).
Return to the term’s initial use.
MTDC. This refers to all direct salaries and wages, applicable fringe benefits, materials and
supplies, services, travel, and up to the first $25,000 of each subaward (regardless of the
period of performance (POP) of the subawards under the award). MTDC excludes
equipment, capital expenditures, charges for patient care, rental costs, tuition remission,
scholarships and fellowships, participant support costs and the portion of each subaward
in excess of $25,000. Other items may only be excluded when necessary to avoid a serious
inequity in the distribution of indirect costs, and with the approval of the cognizant agency
for indirect costs (2 CFR § 200.68) and (2 CFR Revision § 200.1).
Return to the term’s initial use.

Negotiated Indirect Cost Rate. Generally charged to federal awards through the
development and application of an indirect cost rate. In order to recover indirect costs
related to federal awards, most organizations must negotiated an indirect cost rate with the
federal agency that provides the preponderance of funding, or Health and Human Services
(HHS) in the case of colleges and universities (NSF Office of Budget, Finance, and Award
Management).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Participant Support Costs. This refers to direct costs for items such as stipends or
subsistence allowances, travel allowances, and registration fees paid to or on behalf of
participants or trainees (but not employees) in connection with conferences or training
projects (2 CFR § 200.75).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Period of Performance (POP). The time during which the non-federal entity may incur
new obligations to carry out the work authorized under the federal award. The federal
awarding agency or pass-through entity must include start and end dates of the POP in the
federal award (2 CFR § 200.77).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG). Comprises documents
relating to NSF’s proposal and award process for the assistance programs of NSF. The
PAPPG, in conjunction with the applicable standard award conditions incorporated by
reference in award, serve as the NSF’s implementation of 2 CFR § 200, Uniform
Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards. If
the PAPPG and the award conditions are silent on a specific area covered by 2 CFR § 200,
the requirements specified in 2 CFR § 200 must be followed (NSF PAPPG 20-1).
Return to the term’s initial use.
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Publication Costs. Costs for electronic and print media, including distribution, promotion,
and general handling, are allowable. If these costs are not identifiable with a particular cost
objective, they should be allocated as indirect costs to all benefiting activities of the nonfederal entity.
Page charges for professional journal publications are allowable where:

(1) The publications report work supported by the federal government.

(2) The charges are levied impartially on all items published by the journal, whether or
not under a federal award.

(3) The non-federal entity may charge the federal award before closeout for the costs of
publication or sharing of research results if the costs are not incurred during the
POP of the federal award (2 CFR § 200.461).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Reasonable Cost. A reasonable cost is a cost that, in its nature and amount, does not
exceed that which would have been incurred by a prudent person under the
circumstances prevailing at the time the decision to incur the cost was made (2 CFR §
200.404, 2 CFR § 220 Appendix A, C.3.).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Salaries and Wages. Compensation for personal services includes all remuneration, paid
currently or accrued, for services of employees rendered during the POP under the federal
award, including but not necessarily limited to wages and salaries. Costs of compensation
are allowable to the extent that they satisfy the specific requirements of this Part, and that
the total compensation for individual employees:

(1) Is reasonable for the services rendered and conforms to the established written
policy of the non-federal entity consistently applied to both federal and non-federal
activities.

(2) Follows an appointment made in accordance with a non-federal entity’s laws or
rules or written policies and meets the requirements of federal statute, where
applicable.

(3) Is determined and supported as provided in Standards for Documentation of
Personnel Expenses, when applicable (2 CFR § 200.430).
Return to the term’s initial use.

Subawards. An award provided by a pass-through entity to a subrecipient for the
subrecipient to carry out part of a federal award received by the pass-through entity. It
does not include payments to a contractor or payments to an individual that is a beneficiary
of a federal program. A subaward may be provided through any form of legal agreement,
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including an agreement that the pass-through entity considers a contract (2 CFR § 200.92)
and (2 CFR Revision § 200.1).
Return to the term’s initial use.
Supplies. All tangible personal property other than those described in § 200.33
Equipment. A computing device is a supply if the acquisition cost is less than the lesser of
the capitalization level established by the non-federal entity for financial statement
purposes or $5,000, regardless of the length of its useful life (2 CFR § 200.94).
Return to the term’s initial use.

Travel costs. Expenses for transportation, lodging, subsistence, and related items incurred
by employees who are in travel status on official business of the non-federal entity. Such
costs may be charged on an actual cost basis, on a per diem or mileage basis in lieu of actual
costs incurred, or on a combination of the two, provided the method used is applied to an
entire trip and not to selected days of the trip, and results in charges consistent with those
normally allowed in like circumstances in the non-federal entity’s non-federally funded
activities and in accordance with non-federal entity’s written travel reimbursement
policies. Notwithstanding the provisions of § 200.444 General costs of government, travel
costs of officials covered by that section are allowable with the prior written approval of
the federal awarding agency or pass-through entity when they are specifically related to
the federal award (2 CFR § 200.474).
Return to the term’s initial use.
U.S. Flag Air Carrier. An air carrier holding a certificate under section 401 of the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. App. 1371) (48 CFR § 47.401).
Return to the term’s initial use.
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